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EDITORIAL 
Yes, we are alive and hopping, although 
not too vigorously at the moment. 
Thought we weren't going to make it 
qidn't you! Nyahh!! Nyahh!! (Breath 
again, you trusty Subscriber Pioneers.) 
It's been a long haul but now we've got all 
those bloody religious festivals, new jobs, 
long holidays, moves to Sydney/London/St 
Louis/Lower Hutt and lame excuses like 
that out of the way ... HERE IT IS!!! 
For all you city slickers, hustlin' groovers and 
just plain ordinary folks, we've got an issue 
on Death and Style. It's got simply everything 
about je ne sais quo is and the ANZAC way of 
death,which is after all a subject near to all 
our hearts and kidneys and brains and 
strange little bits connected to our colons. 
There's even a sheep .... oops, sorry ..... chic little 
magazine tacked on the back. 
Now for a complete change of pace. 
Listen, you bastards ... We're starving in garrets, gutters and 
quaint little Queensland colonials. We're doing this for love 
and. we'd much rather do it for money! Send us a $1 0 
subscription and you too can spend the rest of your life 
wondering if you are ever. going to recieve your 4 issues. 
Buy aT-shirt or a past issue and help a Cane Toad survive 
today. It'll give you a Warm squishy feeling inside ..... . 
promise! 
And listen, we all had to start somewhere and most of us have 
never gotten any further. So, hey, why not start with us? We're not 
so bad. So get your stuff in- graphics, writing (no poetry), 
illustrations, witty one liners, money. We're incredibly fussy but we 
know your stuff's terrific. _ ; 
So right now, you just relax and consume. But as soon as you'finish, get· 
your pen in hand and do something - subscribe or write for the next issue 
on "Science Fiction and the Family." Let those boosters flare, Space 
Cadets! � 
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SURFERS 
PARADISE 
These are photos taken of Surfers Paradise 
over a number of months, but first a little bit 
about dinosaurs. 
These animals roamed the earth about 200 million 
years ago. Their reign began in the Perritian 
period of the Palaeozoic era, 260 million years 
ago. It lasted up to the Cretaceous period of the 
Mesozoic era,l35 million years ago. They were 
enormous animals about the size of a small city in 
America, Baltimore I think .. 
However they weren't too big. in the brain 
compartment. Most of them had the I.Q. of an empty 
tin of Strepsils. They mainly ate vegetation and other 
dinosaurs. Then for no apparent reason they just 
vanished. Poof! ·No more. I mean there ar� just no 
more left. Gone city. They say you just won't find any 
more. You may as well kiss your elbow because you'd 
have better luck doing that than finding any more 
dinosaurs. 
Nobody knows for sure why they disappeared. Some 
people say it was the coming of the ice age. Others 
think that the dinosaurs were sick of waiting for 
Charlie Parker to be born and decided to leave. But 
where did they go? This is what I wanted to find out. 
. 
I went to the flat that they were last staying at. This 
looked like the place. Lots of dinosaur type things 
were lying around. I then got a nasty feeling something 
was wrong. You know that horrible feeling you get 
when you realise you are brushing your teeth with 
someone else's toothbrush. Something like that. I 
walked upstairs to see if I could get any clues. 
"Where the hell do you think you are going!" 
I looked around and saw this decrepit old man who 
looked like he had spent the best years of his life as a 
plough attachment for a combine harvester. 
"I was just looking for the dinosaurs. I'd heard they 
were staying here." 
"You won't find any dinosaurs here. They're all gone." 
"Yeah." 
"That's right, all gone. Kicked them out myself. Had 
to. Couldn't stand it anymore. We shouldn't have let 
them stay in the first place. What a smell, and the 
noise! My wife hasn't had a good night's sleep since 
they moved in 20 million years ago. She with her bad 
hip and all. Nope, I just had to tell them to go." 
"Do you know where they went." 
"Brazil." 
"Yeah, really." 
"That's what I heard, and if you see them, you can tell 
them they're not getting their bond back. No siree. 
What a mess. 20 million years of dinosaur abuse can 
really wreck a place. I tell you, that's the last time I 
ever rent a place to a load of Stegosauruses. No way! 
It's just not worth it." 
Brazil, eh. I could just imagine it. The dinosaurs sitting 
on the beach sipping cool drinks in tall glasses. At 
night they would take turns for dances with Carmen 
Miranda and listen to the mellow tunes of the infamous 
Avocado Brothers. Nice. 
I didn't think much of it until a couple of weeks later. I 
was sitting on the beach recharging my solar cells 
when an elderly man of Germanic descent sat down 
beside. me. He told me he was a mechanic for 
Mercedes Benz, but actually he was a vacuum cleaner 
salesman from Vermont. 
"I believe you want to know where zie dinosaurs are, 
ya? They are in Brazil." 
"Yes I'd heard that. Is it true?" 
"Oh yes. I sc.w them myself. One even asked my wife 
for a dance. They are very good dancers you know." 
I looked over at his wife who was sitting by herself. 
She had obviously been a very attractive woman in her 
day. She had on those summery types of things old 
people wear to make themselves happy. She had on an 
olive green floral dress and grass sandals. She was 
holding onto a bag and a huge pair of sunglasses that 
tend to make people look like owls. On her head she 
had one of those goofy straw hats with faded paper 
flowers around the edge. She wore that hat like a 
statement of her freedom. She had earned that right 
and nobody was going to stop her wearing that goofy 
hat. I certainly wasn't, neither were the dinosaurs. 
They were in Brazil. 
PETER FISCHMANN �3 
Born Feb. 14, 1966, into a family of "new money", 
Bill was Australia's uncrowned king; living a life of , 
luxury and glamour. 
His arguments influenced many legal decisions and 
� he was rumoured to move freely in the criminal 
underworld. 
Bill was stretched to the limit. His inflated bubble 
was finally popped by the 70's credit squeeze. 
"Big Bill" became small change. 
Sadly, the money magic seemed to be gone forever 
and his good-time friends just lost interest. 
Bill fell into a steep decline • 
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With the news of his death, public interest was 
rekindled. He was given a State burial at sea and 
his remains are.floating off-shore to this day. 
,. 
(J 
Bill was seen everywhere. He worked for Socialist 
Governments and he worked for private capital. He 
was involved in every scheme goingr 
But Bill also worked for many charities without 
big-noting himself and was an early campaigner 
against drug abuse. 
Then, in a freak maritime accident, many of his 
family went to the bottom of Sydney Harbour. 
Bill was depressiated. 
With his colour and features, he passed for one of 
the down-and-out Aborigines he shared the city 
parks and the Invalid Port with. 
But his legend remains with us. At his prime rate, 
Bill destroyed himself living out a dream which still 
inspires all Australians. 
Loved by the richest and poorest alike, Bill's appeal 
was universal. Both meR and women desired him 
and pursued him relentlessly. 
To his public, Bill was �ade of money, and 
everyone wanted some of what he offered. He tried 
to satisfy them all. 
He became involved with a lot of cocaine and began 
to plot grandiose schemes to regain some of his lost 
wealth and stature. 
The buck stopped in 1985. Not yet 20, Bill cashed in 
his chips at St. Keating de Paul Hostel; shrunken, 
de-valued and alone. 
"Dollar" Bill is survived by an illegitimate son, 
"Dollar" Coin, and the tragic story of a Great 
Australian who helped us all to lead richer lives. 
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ARE YOU DEAD? 
A life & death quiz 
So you're sitting at home 
again and it's Friday night. 
You don't know whether 
you're dead or alive. Wait! 
There is a knock. You rush 
to the door and swing it 
open, but there is nothing; 
no-one. 
"Is there really anything out 
there?" You start to wonder. 
"Am I the only one alive and 
are they all dead? Or is it the 
other way around?" 
You have no-one to turn to; 
no-one to allay your doubts. 
Never fear! The Cane Toad Times 
has had its very own Death 
Squads working on the question. 
They have spent months sifting 
through the data. They are on first 
name terms with Karen Ann 
Quinlan ... sorry ... were. They have 
first hand experience of the issues 
involved. Most of them have died 
thousands of deaths ... admittedly of 
the small variety only. Some be­
came assassinated U.S. 
Presidents; some ventriloquist 
Mexican rescue workers (and from 
the halls of Montezuma to the 
shores of Tripoli), some became 
small fragments of unidentifiable 
civilian flesh much too close to a 
. place where bombs aimed at 
guaranteed 100% terrorist targets 
fell instead. Some, the very 
bravest, even went to Bubble's 
Bath-house. 
They died that you might die too .... 
No, that's not going to sell 
magazines .... They died so that we 
could come up with this sure-fire 
quiz. 
Just answer these simple 
questions, tally up your life score 
and you'll find out how many more 
laps you've got to go before your 
final pitstop. Believe us, we know 
death when we find it. 
So stop wasting your time worrying 
about the damn thing and let us tell 
you which side of the entropy 
struggle you're working for. Then 
you can just relax and read the 
rest of the magazine before you 
retire from the human race with an 
iffy diff and a cranky shaft. 
· 
1. When was the last time you 
had a shower? 
a. Belsen, 1941. 
b. Last year. 
c. This morning. 
d. Cape Canaveral, 28/1/86. 
e. Bates Motel, 1960. 
2. You feel like putting down 
roots. You are ... 
a. The Ku Klux Klan. 
b. Approaching 35. 
c. Allan Searle. 
d. Six feet under. 
e. A whippet snipper. 
f. Fred Nile. 
g. A tree 
3. Worms are nibbling at your 
flesh. You are ... 
a. Using a traditional method of 
cleaning sores. 
b. Froebasing speedballs. 
c. In a Hieronymous Bosch painting. 
d. At the bottom of a tequila bottle. 
e. Trapped in an Edgar Allan Poe short 
story. 
4. You seem to be floating above 
your own body. Through the fog 
a crowd has gathered 
screaming. You have just. .. 
a. Been to your first Garden City 
Christian Church service. 
b. Eaten Suimin. 
c. Smoked a really good joint, but 
haven't realised the carpet is on 
fire. 
d. Played your last gig at the Whiskey 
Au Go-Go. 
e. Done an audit of the Arts 
Department. 
f. Seen "Bliss". 
5. A big black car has just pulled 
up outside. You are ... 
a.1n trouble with the C.I.A. 
b. Getting a horsehead pizza. 
c. A funeral director. 
d. A Dean brother. 
e. Commissioner Gordon. 
6. The doctor has c�lled you for 
an appointment. You are ... 
a. Flattered. 
b. Going to miss that liver. 
c. A Liberal Party politician. 
d. Fiona Coates. 
7. Something is tugging at your 
legs. You are ... 
a. In the Daintree River. 
b. At the chiropractor. 
c. A proud parent. 
d. Sir Douglas Bader. 
e. Trying to leave B_ubbles Bath. 
House. 
f. A foetus. 
8. What have you got on your 
back? 
a. Wings-. 
b. A monkey. 
c. A large wooden cross. 
d. The owners of Bubbles Bath House. 
e. A small oriental person with ice 
cubes in their mouth. 
f. A broken parachute. 
g. Quasimodo's tumour. 
h. Des Sturgess. 
9. What's your address? 
a. Beirut Hilton. 
b. Israeli Embassy, Libya. 
c. Jonestown, Guyana. 
d. Death Row, Chang Mai. 
e. Bethany. 
f. Chelsea Hotel, New York. 
10. What's your favourite drink? 
a. Metho. 
b. Embalming fluid. 
c. Your own vomit. 
d. Blood. 
e. 245T. 
f. Milk. 
11. Woops! Last night you for­
got to feed ... 
a. The daschaunds. 
b. The meter. 
c. The dingo. 
d. The croc. 
e. The children. 
f. Your ego. 
12. Your favourite song is ... 
a. The Doors' "The End". 
b. "Highway to Hell" AC/DC. 
c. "Blame it on the Bosa Nova" by Edie 
Germe. 
d. "Hello, my God". 
e. "Love will_tear us apart" -Joy 
Division. · 
13. What's cooking? 
a. A few boys you picked up and 
strangled with your tie. 
b. Your eternal soul. 
c. Suimin. 
d. Richard Pryor. 
e. Bombe Challenger. 
14. What's that smell? 
a. The unlit gas. 
b. Poor old Mum 
c. The crocodile burped. 
d. It's the dog. 
e. Octoberfest, 1942. 
15. What was that sound? 
a. "I don't know but that chopper's . 
getting mighty close." 
b. My lung collapsing. 
c. Did you tighten the wheelnuts? 
d. Shhh! Egyptian commando unit. 
A word of warning ... please double s checkyour addition,A simple mis- cores over page� take could prove fatal. Good luck.. IJ.-..S=7' 
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ARE YOU DEAD? 
Scores 
Answer 1 
a. Don't wait to be told; cleanliness is next 
to ... (9 pts) 
b. Showers?! Who needs Showers? The 
nurse gives me sponge baths (6 pts) 
c. Wake up! (1pt) 
Answer9 
a. Room service? I'd like a new wall (7 pts) 
b. Gadaffinoon, Israeli here? No she's gone 
home (8 pts) 
c. The family that drink together stink 
together (1 0 pts) 
d. You're all washed up (10 pts) � d. Well hung (9 pts) 
e. If that couple next door don't stop, I'm 
going to call the manager! (3 pts) 
Answer 2 
a. Hailey unlikely, Alex (9 pts) 
b. And gaining interest (5 pts) 
c. See "Lady Chatterly's Lover" (8 pts) 
d. With two feet in the grave (10 pts) 
e. If you don't stop playing with it, there 
won't be anything left (2 pts) 
f. You dirty minded degenerate (4 pts) 
g. Unless in a Old. National Park (0 pts) 
Answer3 
a. No wonder there are no survivors of the 
Middle Ages (7 pts) 
b. Just ask John Belushi (10 pts) 
c. You devil you (9 pts) 
d. Cirrhosis takes time (3 pts) 
e. So quiet...restful...claustrophobic (8 pts) 
Answer4 
a. Piss off, you born again bastard (0 pts) 
b. If you're a cockroach reading this on the 
floor, you've got salmonella (8 pts) 
c. You've got sensimilla (2 pts) 
d. At least you won't have to swallow small . 
pieces of wire (7 pts). 
e. Now try to balance (10 pts) 
f. You died at the Box Office (2 pts) 
AnswerS 
a. Run away! (8 pts) 
b. This dough is like cement! (1 0 pts) 
c. Can you dig it? (1 pt) 
d. It is not your house (9 pts) 
e. Alive but bored (3 pts) 
Answer 6 
a. Hope you die jogging (1 pt) 
b. Where's the bacon? (7 pts) 
c. Lose 2 seats and call me in the morning 
•:-
(2 pts) · 
d. 1 didn't have the heart to tell you (8 pts) 
Answer7 
a. It's the crock pot for you (9 pts) 
b. Who's manipulating who? (2 pts) 
c. Oh Oh- It's three weeks early (3 pts) 
d. This is the tinny for you (5 pts) 
e·. You didn't need those kneecaps anyway 
(7 pts) 
f. Welcome to Greenslopes(10 pts) 
Answer 8 
a. Quickly! Learn how to fly and play the 
. harp (10 pts) 
b. Careful with that spoon, Bonzo (7 pts) 
c. Jesus Christ! Not another religious 
reference (666 pts) 
d. Great spa-ing partners (7 pts) 
e. See 7b 
f. Geronim ... (9.9 pts) 
g. Like it or hump it (5 pts) 
h. LICK, SIP, SUCK (3 pts) 
•:- ·=- ·=- ·=- •:- •:- ·=-
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e. Hill-billy heaven (1 pt) 
f. I did it my way (5 pts) 
Answer 10 
a. There's no head on this bottle! (8 pts) 
b. Is that a funnel in your mouth or are you 
just pleased to inter me (10 pts) · 
c. At least you know where its been (9 pts) 
d. Only if its been screened (5 pts) 
e. Its not easy being orange(& pts) 
f. Mr Walker, I presume (0 pts) 
Answer 11 
a. Woof, you're my Pal now (1 pt) . 
b. Now its only a yard (2 pts) . 
c. The matinee finished late (3 pts) 
d. Left holding the bag (10 pts) 
e. Do they know its Christmas (8 pts). 
f. And ld's so hungry (5 pts) 
Answer 12 
a. Fat chance hippy wanker! (5 pts) 
b. Faster, faster (1 0 pts) 
c. Edie did it... in the kitchen ... with the 
knife! (1 pt) 
d. PISS OFF (0 pts) 
e. lan Curtis, in the bedroom, mit ze rope 
(10 Pts) 
Answer 13 
a. It's quite O.K. He used the old school tie 
(8 pts) · 
b. How old is the fish anyway?! (1 pt) 
c. Its good enuff for me (7 pts) 
d. Really free! Lighting your nose to spike • 
your face (9 pts) 
e, Shuttle off that mortal coil (10 pts) 
Answer14 
a. Hang the expense, I won't be here to pay 
the bill (10 pts) 
b. Oh no! The deodorant's given up the 
ghost (1 pt) 
c. Don't bolt your food or you'll berylly sick 
(9 pts) 
d. No one believes that (1 pt) 
e. Plenty of roast pork at the Munich 
Steakhouse (8 pts) 
Answer 15 
a. Sounds like there'll be no tomorrow for 
you, Vic (1 0 pts) 
b. Pop goes the wheezel (5 pts) 
c. It cannae take much more o' this, Cap'n. 
(4 pts) . 
d. "Smoke gets in your eyes." (3 pts) 
"Measure of Life" Scale 
Category A-O.ver 140 Points 
Category B • 100 -140 Points 
Category C • 60 -100 Points 
Category D • 30 • 60 Points 
Category E • Less than 30 Points 
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Now add up your score 
and discover your position 
on the Cane Toad Times 
"Measure of Life" assess­
ment scale. 
A. Very Dead: Deodorant useless 
against that musty smell? Hair gone 
and some of your scalp with it? No 
fingernails and no teeth to bite with? 
You're way past worrying, friend. Your 
score indicates a last ditch hope for 
reincarnation is in order. In fact we 
can't ·understand how you even com­
pleted the test! Do contact us with 
details. Stamped self-addressed ouija 
board perhaps? 
B. Dead Soon. Worms or "Little 
Lucifers"? Time to make the decision. 
No way to break it easily. You've as 
much chance of survival as a land 
rights demo in Moree. Your score 
points to either final relief from lengthy 
agony (sort of like finally bowling Geoff 
Boycott out) or the biggest fright of 
your life. The last fright too; don't for­
get to savour that adrenalin rush! 
C. Public Servant. Interesting con­
cept. Fairly obvious brain death means 
you wouldn't know if you were physi­
cally finished, let alone enjoying what's 
left of your pathetic life. Public Ser­
vants have been slumped over desks 
for weeks before a prod with a pig 
sticker established beyond doubt that 
they've dipped out on the Super. Only 
positive news from this score is that 
your boredom threshhold is far higher 
than that of mere mortals. Fortunately 
ours isn't, so piss off. · 
D. Very Alive But Stupid. You can 
still feel pain, but self infliction as proof 
has long since failed to amuse. Score 
indicates the lack of intelligence which 
leads to irritation for all around you. In 
fact your only real chance of a top 
score is if someone does you in out of 
sheer frustration. Suggestions for 
suitable activities for someone of your 
nuisance scale are membership in the 
National Party or employment as a 
quiz show host. 
E. You Are The Phantom. We are 
impressed. Chances of death are slim. 
Chances of anyone outside the Pygmy 
Bandar knowing about it are even 
slimmer. Your contact with members of 
Groups C and D in the Jungle _Patrol 
and Bangala bureaucracy shows your 
awareness of the dangers represented 
to your next 400 years. Also, the group 
from category A stored away in the 
Skull Cave shows a healthy respect for 
that particular condition, if not your 
nostrils. Suggest a visit to Club H.Q. at 
Cooparoo for a decent piss up and in­
tellectual stimulus out back amongst 
the wierdos on Eden. 
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SUNSHINE SOLDIERS 
Have a nice war! 
There are quite a few 
reason's why I am grateful I 
do not live in the USA, but 
the most immediate one is 
that Sylvester Stallone as 
Rambo is only a small pre­
sence in my life. Not a com­
plete absence, unfortunately. 
I was visiting a friend in 
Cairns, who lives right beside 
the drive-in, and a glance 
out the window showed not 
.. the usual tropical won­
derland, but rather Rambo 
wasting a thousand gooks� 
Australians, thankfully, don't take 
this sort of thing too seriously, bar one 
fellow at Southport who dressed as 
Rambo and assaulted a girl before flee­
ing into. the hinterland, apparently 
thinking he could turn nature to his 
advantage a la his hero. He lasted two 
days in the bush. 
But in the USA the film was all the go, 
with youths rising to their feet in picture 
theatres and yelling "USA, USA" as 
Rambo cut loose. Almost as many art­
icles were re-printed from America 
about the Rambo phenomena as there 
were about Madonna's wedding and 
nude pictures. For Rambo was more than 
a modern Western-style hero. He was an 
individual who triumphed after being 
left to die by gutless bureaucracy. Reagan 
declared himself a fan. This sort of 
pluck and enterprise was apparently the 
American Way, circa 1985, and 
would have come in handy rescuing the 
hostages. Stallone, rather chuffed by all 
this, coyly admitted to political aspir­
ations. 
But how good a soldier is the great 
soldier? Rambo was set in Vietnam, and 
it was even speculated that the film was 
partly autobiographical. But the reality 
is that Stallone was, in the 
hardline militarist's book, the lowest of 
the low; a draft dodger who spent the 
war years in the most agreeable way, 
hiding in Switzerland as a sports coach 
at a private girls school. 
As he told an interviewer before Rambo 
was released: "I got there because my 
mother was a great con-artist and she 
got me in as a physical instructor. This 
was a school for extremely wealthy and 
professionally spoilt children. The Shah 
of Iran's kid, the kid from the Hershey 
fortune, the kid whose father owned the 
Kimberly mines ... .1 didn't want to ski. I 
just wanted to get loaded and play pin­
ball machines. Essential1y I was the 
imported American sheepdog for these 
little lambs, these girls. I mean it". 
And I bet he does, too.When offered a 
choice between the two alternatives 
there's no doubt he chose wisely. But 
I -too "a,ve svf{er€d 
-terri b/e. i,JOvt\d) il\tli detf 
b'f w�; .... 
while it's fairly harmless to wish you 
had a good war, it's a bit rich pretending 
that you did. And while Stallone is the 
most conspicuous of the sunshine pat­
riots, he is by no means the only one. 
Reagan, for example, convinced Yit­
zhak Shamir that he had personally 
taken part in the liberation of the con­
centration camps, and repeated the story 
until his handlers were forced to admit 
that during the war he had never left 
Hollywood. Reagan, in fact, spent the 
war years writing morale-boosting let­
ters from a fictitous man at the front to 
his loved one back home, beginning 
"Dear Buttonose .... " 
In his films, however, he was prepared 
to shoulder a pack. Aside from the well-
. known Bedtime for Bonzo (1951), some 
of the other films he appeared in were 
Dark Victory (1939), Hell's Kitchen 
(1940), International Squadron (1941), 
This is the Army (1943), Prisoners of 
War (1954), Law and Order (1954), and 
Hellcats of the Navy (1957). He also had 
a stab at the written word - an auto­
biography, 'Where's the Rest of Me', 
was reprinted in 1981 (the year he ran 
for President) as 'My Early Life'. 
And in the US Congress, two of 
Reagan's most vocal young supporters 
are Bob Dornan, who attacked one of his 
opponents as a "draft-dodging wimp", 
and Dan Lungren, who yells for aid for 
every thing from Contras to chemical 
warfare and Star Wars. On June 27 Con-
. gressman Lungren had to be restrained 
as he shouted at ari opponent "I do not 
have to fear for my physical safety in 
this house. My avocations are weight­
lifting and Tae K wan Do, and I certainly 
do not have to worry about anyone who 
is two decades older than I am." 
As it turned out, Dornan was a rather 
cautious reservist during the Vietnam 
years, while the macho Lungren was 
eligible for the draft between 1964 and 
1970, but now says "I had a knee injury 
from football." 
Newt Goldrich, who last year told 
Congress "I am the very tough-minded 
son of a career soldier" was eligible bet­
ween 1961 and 1969, but also took the 
prudent course of student deferment. 
There are some parallels in Australia 
-the Queensland Premier, who does not 
actually advocate bombing, but pro- · 
bably only because the Queensland Army 
isJ1ot yet in existence, avoided the call­
up through invoking his childhood polio 
bout - but generally we are a lot less 
gung -ho than our pointy-headed great 
and powerful friend. Reagan and Stallone 
can govn wishing they had a good war, 
and as long as they only make films 
about it, at least it gets it out of their sys-
tems. Wars are far safer waged in 
Hollywood than in the real world. 
ANDREW FRASER 
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... chaffy grain beneath the thresher's flail ... 
, Coleridge, "Kubla Khan". 
ne day in the early sixties a blonde girl 
caught a dusty brown train at 
Beerburrum. She was going to 
Brisbane. Her father lifted a couple of 
battered suitcases on after her. She 
said goodbye but her father left 
without a word, just a flick of the hand that betrayed 
his anger and frustration. Before the train was out of 
the station, he was back in the ute and on his way to 
the pub. 
The girl sat back on the grubby seats and watched the 
Glasshouse Mountains go by. She felt sick and raced to 
the toilets to vomit. 
The train pulled into Roma Street station a little after 
dusk. She dragged her suitcases to Marr' s Boarding 
House and collapsed into a large comfortable bed in 
her own little bit of rare and exotic privacy. 
Early the next day she caught the tram to the 
Exhibition grounds. It was the week before the Show 
or the Ekka, as everyone calls it. It is an annual event 
that features the pride of Queensland agriculture and 
industry. Country people come to town to see what is 
good and city folk come to see what is new. There are 
stalls selling chips and ice-cream with whole fresh 
strawberries in the cone. There are sample bags. There 
is side-show alley. 
The girl had been there before in grade six and again in 
grade nine. The day trip from Beerburrum was a rite of 
passage, a first tentative-step into the outside world. 
She knew it was the right place and the right time to 
get a job. 
She found a job alright, making fairy floss for fourteen 
and six a day and as much fairy floss as you can eat, 
the greasy sweating man said. The day started at seven 
and ended at ten. 
Quickly she moved from the relative luxury ofMarr's 
to a boarding house in Kelvin Grove where she shared 
a room with a girl who worked at the cannery. On 
Thursday she fronted up to her fairy floss stall between 
side-show alley and the woodchop ring in a pressed 
white dress as requested. 
The Ekka washed over her, the cattle smells rolled 
down from the beef and dairy sheds, the woodchips 
flew and the rides rattled and screamed around her, th 
daredevils soared and the fireworks burst above her 
and she remained unmoved, bound down with a 
problem that no amount of festivities could lift 
In ten days it was all over and the greasy, sweating 
man gave her six pounds. When she complained that 
she should have got more, the man mumbled, "tax 
fees" and walked away. 
Her room-mate Rebecca came by just as she was abou 
to leave the stall. To Rebecca who was used to endless 
hours of peeling pineapples, it all looked very 
glamorous and exciting, to the girl it was nothing but 
pain. Rebecca suggested a drink and they strolled 
through the dying stages of the Ekka to the nearby 
Exhibition Hotel. 
They sat in the beer garden sipping Pimms and 
Lemonade. The Public bar was rowdy, full of workers 
from the Ekka with big wads of money in their pocke 
and thirsts to match. 
A huge but rather nice.boy came along and politely 
asked if he could sit down. They said yes. He was a pi 
farmer who had won a big prize. He was a little drunk 
After a bit of chit chat he asked the girl if she wanted 
to go to the ball at Cloudland that night. 
She said nOj the last thing she needed was a 
complication with a pig farmer. 
Rebecca was amazed by the girl's blindness to this 
opportunity for social mobility. She had said yes 
before the boy could finish asking her out. They went 
off in a whirlwind to get dresses and suits and left the 
girl sitting by herself. 
She had another Pimms and lemonade and was about 
to leave when a tall, well-built man walked into the 
bar, took one look around, walked over and sat at her 
table. 
"What is the matter?" he asked. 
"Nothing." she said. 
"I don't think so." he said. 
He asked rapid fire questions and she replied in 
monosylables. He found that she was lost and alone in 
a big, alien city, that she had come from a small timb 
camp behind the Sunshine Coast and that she had a 
problem. 
"So you got up the duff and your dad booted you out 
the man concluded, putting all the pieces into place. 
"Yes." the girl said. 
"Why don't you have an abortion?" he asked. 
"What's that?" She was interested for the first time. 
"They just suck it out and flush it down the drain." 
"I don't know." the girl said. 
"It's expensive." the man said. "I can introduce you to 
someone who will do it for twenty pounds:'' 
"I haven't got enough money." she said. 
"Maybe I can line you up a few fucks to pay for it." 
The girl understood the enormity of the suggestion, but 
she liked the symmetry. Fucking had got her into this 
situation, and now it might just get her out. 
"Okay." she said, grasping the experience, enjoying 
the liberation in just one moment of decision. "What 
about you for starters?" 
The man laughed, stood up and led the way from the 
beer garden. 
They went to a room in the Federal Hotel at the top of Queen Street. From the window she could see the old wharves and the cliffs of Kangaroo Point. She liked his smell, his 
strength, the web of control and certainty that he spun 
about her. He told her to wait there. During the night 
four or five other men came. She slept from time to 
time and just before dawn the man came back and 
fucked her again. It was like a dream. 
Then he took her to a house in Coopers Plains where a 
doctor or someone asked her a few questions and gave 
her an injection. She dropped off to sleep, feeling 
totally disconnected from herself. 
She woke in a sunny little room. The man was there. 
He told her to get up and they left quickly. 
In the peak hour traffic on the way back to town the 
man was silent and the girl was still drifting in a sea of 
unreality. 
As they crawled across the Story Bridge the man 
finally spoke. 
"Same again tonight." he said. It wasn't a question. 
"Ah, no thanks." said the girl. "I really appreciate your 
help, but I've just §Olved the major problem in my life 
and don't need any more." 
The girl sat silently, a little scared now, uncertain of 
where she was going. 
"Okay, let's cut the bullshit." said the man. "I am 
Detectiye Terry Maloney from the Vice Squad and you 
are Shelley Ann Brown. You are a common prostitute 
guilty.of crimes under the Vagrant, Gaming and Other 
Offences Act, not to mention the Criminal Code. D'ya 
understand what I am saying. You work for me or you 
go to jail." 
"Bugger off." Shelley said. "I thought you were a gent, 
but you're just a copper bastard." 
Maloney looked across and then punched Shelley in 
the head. She bounced off the door and for the first 
time in days, weeks, months of agony and fear, she 
began to cry. 
She cried all the way to the W atchhouse in George 
Street, next to Trittons at the top of Adelaide Street. 
Her mother had taken her to look at furniture there on 
one of their rare expeditions into town. 
"Stop crying." Maloney said as they drove into the 
W atchhouse. Shelley sobbed to a stop as Maloney 
dragged her roughly from the car and into a room. 
He sat down at a typewriter and Shelley stared 
• morosely out the window. He tapped away with two 
fingers for five minutes. Another policeman came in, 
this one in uniform. 
"What have we got here?" the new cop said. 
"Shelley, I want you to meet Sergeant Lucas. He is a 
very important man, always call him sir." said 
Maloney. 
"Hello, Shelley, my little pearl. You may call me 
Tony." said Lucas. 
Shelley remained silent. 
"Speak up, Shelley." Maloney ordered. 
"Copper bastards." Shelley spat out. 
"Ah, spiwit."Lucas said with a mock risp; "What dash, 
what derwing-do." 
"Cheeky bitch." said Maloney. 
"I'll see you later, mate." Lucas said making for'the 
door. 
"Nah, stay and watch this." Maloney said. 
He went back to his two finger typing for another thirty · 
seconds. He finished and placed the document in front 
of Shelley. Then he went behind her and pulled her 
arm up her back until she cried out. 
"Sign it or I'll break your arm." Malon�y said. 
Shelley felt the pressure increase and took the pen that 
Lucas handed _her. She signed. 
"Okay, you can go to the cells now." Maloney said 
letting go of her arm. 
Shelley was taken away by a young policewoman and 
she spent the rest of the day looking at the wall. 
Maloney went down to the National Hotel with Lucas 
and they swapped yams, revelling in their power and 
genius. 
In those days the Police Force was split by factionalism. The Catholics who had controlled the force for forty years under the Labor · Governments were under attack by a Masonic 
Police Commissioner appointed by the new Country­
Liberal Coalition. 
The old rorts were disappearing fast. Maloney was the 
Catholic's favoured son, Lucas was the Mason's. They 
had already sized up the situation and decided that 
apart they would always be a danger to each other, 
together they could have the lot. They were an unholy 
alliance. They were the Ratpack. 
Maloney handled prostitution and gambling from the 
Vice Squad and Lucas handled favours from the 
Commissioner's Office. Now and then they swapped 
yams. to keep things straight between them as they 
clawed out their own little empires. 
They spoke of favours to be done, palms to be greased, 
hick Ministers to be mystified, superiors to be 
confounded. 
"I've done a double shift now mate, I'd better get 
home to the missus." Maloney said after an hour. 
"Before you go." Lucas said, "You have got to tell me 
one thing." 
"What's that, m�te?" Maloney asked. 
"Do you really enjoy all this shit with the prostitutes 
and the gamblers and the scum?" 
"Sure do, mate." Maloney affirmed as he rose off his 
chair. "It keeps me young." 
Next day in court Maloney read out "Shelley's signed 
statement and the Magistrate fined her ten pounds or 
forty days in jail. Shelley only.ever got the opportunity 
to say the word "guilty". She handed over her last ten 
pounds in the world and Maloney met her outside the 
Court. 
Maloney was the new power in the Brisbane 
underworld. He was also a very successful detective. 
He knew exactly what was going on and if anyone got 
out of line they could be assured of a good biffing from 
Maloney before making an appearance in Court. 
On some Friday nights he took Shelley around the 
gambling clubs. He was treated like a Lord and she his . 
Lady. She almost felt important but as Maloney headed 
off to the miss us in Moorooka, Shelley knew how 
powerless she was. 
All was right with the world until there was a little 
dishonour among theives that resulted in a self­
righteous politician spilling his guts in Parliament 
about late night grog and, even worse, shock - hqrror, 
prostitution at the Federal. 
It was hardly worth worrying about in the old days but with the bunch of Protestant wowsers in Cabinet now, things weren't so certain. Before Maloney or Lewis or anyone else could move to 
handle the situation, the Minister agreed to a Royal 
Commission and things around the Federal were hotter 
than hell. 
Shelley moved the operation into suburbia. the 
publican shut up like a clam and Maloney went around 
to talk to all the witnesses himself. He missed a casual 
waiter and a relief doorman. With no inkling of the 
horrors awaiting, they spilt their guts to the Counsel 
assisting when he finally tracked them down and 
politely asked what they had seen at the Federal. 
By the time Maloney got to them, they had already 
made their statements and couldn't alter them without 
perjury charges. 
The Royal Commission went ahead. The publican 
denied everything. Maloney denied everything and ' 
Shelley led the girls in their own spirited denial of 
everything. 
When Maloney's lawyers had got through mauling the 
morals and memory of the two hapless witnesses, there 
wasn't a case in sight and everyone was cleared. 
7;he Magistrate fined her ten pounds or forty days 
in jail. Shelley only ever got the opportunity to say. 
the word "guilty". She handed over her last ten 
pounds in the world and Maloney met her outside 
the Court. 
"Next time you go for six months if I say so." he told 
Shelley as he hustled her into his car. "First I'll buy 
you some real clothes and then you can get to work." 
Shelley said nothing. He was a copper bastard but he 
held her fate in his hand, so confidently, so 
conveniently that she could not fight it. 
She always hoped to escape but as the days turned into 
weeks and then months and a year, the opportunity 
never really offered itself. Maloney was always around 
at first and she sort of became used to him. He was 
power; her protection. He was something solid in a 
mean and alien world. 
Gradually Maloney expanded his business. With his 
blessing the Federal opened all night and the 
Management did well from the room hire. He recruited 
new girls as he threw his weight arol!.nd the Bearpit 
down at the Grand Central. Then he set up some 
gambling rqoms around the Valley. 
Shelley had a little freedom at last. She tried to run 
away but Maloney plucked her off the Sydney Limited 
Express as it still sat. at the platform in South Brisbane. 
He gave her a thrashing right there among the hanging 
ferns and potted palms as the train pulled out. Then he 
booked her and she did two weeks in Boggo Road. 
Maloney was waiting for her when she got out and she 
was.back in business that night. Shelley realized there 
was no escape. 
"Even if you get to Sydney," Maloney told her, "my 
friends will find you and put you through a·sausage 
mincer if I tell them _to." Shelley accepted her fate. 
She worked hard and did not complain. She took a 
little more responsibility, meeting the men Maloney 
sent to the upstairs cocktail bar and directing them to 
rooms. She still did a full shift herself. Over the 
months the cocktail bar became quite a rendezvous 
point for the R_atpack and their friends. Senior officers, 
lawyers, businessmen, public servants, and even priests 
established their own informal lodge to become the 
Government beyond the Government. 
The girls were a little hot and the publican obviously 
considered he was owed one big favour, but that was 
che_ap for the lesson Maloney had learnt. If you get too 
close to the fire, you end up a little singed. 
Maloney sent Shelley and some of the other girls to his 
friends in Sydney. He quietened down, took a more 
supervisory role, transferred to the Bomb Squad, 
worked on his public relations, built himself a nice 
image behind a few medals. When the occasion called 
for it, Maloney could still mix it in the pubs and the 
clubs of South Brisbane and the Valley, but by and 
large tribute came his way without the need for any 
messy agression. 
There was the ugly incident at the Trocadero Night 
Club when a couple of independent promoters thought 
they could mess with--a system and the place burnt 
do�n. Luckily friends in Sydrey had provided a 
dispensable bunny to carry the can and Maloney added 
. one of his own, so suspicion ended a long way from 
hnme and on a couple of jerks who deserved much 
worse. 
And, of course, there was the occasion when some 
imbecile from the new management at the Federal 
wanted to avoid his contribution to his own welfare 
and even threatened to open some _old wounds, so he 
inadvertently ran into a hail of shotgun fire and some 
wanker with a gambling debt wore the murder rap 
rather than lose his balls. 
Away in Sydney, Shelley was blossoming. From the 
small town sin-of Brisb_ane, she moved into a territory 
where they appreciated your contribution to the 
economy. Maloney's friends were, of course, 
policemen but above all they were businessmen trying 
to keep one step ahead in the ratrace. Shelley was 
efficent, she was good for business. Even the Premier 
liked her. She had her own place and relative 
autonomy while she kept making money. 
Sydney was full o(U.S. servicemen, scared and crazy 
in a brief interruption of rest and recreation from the 
burning flesh and spurting blood, from the nagging, 
uncertain fear of Vietnam. Sydney was full of 
American dollars and Beatles music and new drugs 
and moratoriums and the Push and Jimi Hendrix 
wailing across Darlinghurst on hot endless nights. 
A moment for �eflec.tio'\ ..•.. . . l . - :J)f'lm\EN E'I>W\G'i--
Shelley was hitting the straps, she was hitting the grog 
too, and certainly had an open mind about any other 
drug that might come her way. She started to dip into 
the petty cash to underwrite her lifestyle. Maloney's 
friends caught her once and left it at a thrashing. The 
second time they busted her and all hell broke loose. 
After all she had done for that interstate fraternity of 
crooked. cops, the money she had made them, the 
problems she had handled, the secrets she held close to 
her heart, after all that, they had the hide to bust her 
like a common prostitute. She did her time stoically. 
She plotted and planned ... they would pay. 
When she got out she went to see a radical union 
leader who treated the girls like humans and hated the 
cops on the take. He took her to see a journalist on a 
new television current affairs program. The journo was 
tough and he knew a story when it slapped him in the 
face. 
Shelley was on television, she was in the papers, 
telling a sad and savage story that the politicians could 
not ignore. She went underground, hidden by the same 
underground railway that was moving draft resisters 
around. Things were hot. Contracts were out. Shelley 
split to Brisbane. 
The Masons were dying to get Maloney, to dislodge 
the Ratpack, to assert their own form of influence 
against Catholic gutter politics. Word got through to 
the right places. The Crown Prosecutor came to see 
Shelley. 
They built a case against Maloney for petjury at the 
Royal Commission. It all came out in a splash. Shelley 
was overwhelmed by the publicity again. She wasn't as 
careful as she once was. She needed pills to get to 
sleep. 
Shelley started to dip into the petty cash to 
underwrite her lifestyle. Maloney's friends caught 
her once and left it at a thrashing. The second 
time they busted her and all hell broke loose. 
The committal hearing was hell. Maloney looked right through .her, like he was using voqdoo to psych her out. Once, as they were leaving court, he brushed against her and said, 
"You'll die, bitch." 
Shelley got more carefuL She insisted on around the 
clock police protection. The case was water-tight as 
long as she was in court. She was hiding in a flat in 
Clayfield and then one night, a fortnight before the 
case was due in court, there was a knock at the door. It 
was a young man, blonde. Shelley knew he was a cop. 
He walked right in and looked around. He went back to 
the door and beckoned. 
Maloney. walked in. 
"G'day, Shelley." he said. 
"G'day, Terry." she replied, sure it wasn't as simple as 
that. 
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"I loved you, you crazy bitch." Maloney said. "You 
could have had anything but you made a bloody 
nuisance of yourself. Want a drink?" 
Maloney nodded to the young cop who pulled out a 
bottle of Bundaberg Rum as Shelley got glasses and 
water. She looked out the tiny kitchen window. There 
was nowhere to run. She had a drink and Maloney 
waxed lyrical about the old days, cutting swathe 
around the Valley, playing the big wheel at the 239 
Club, cleaning out the two-up school on the old South 
Brisbane Wharves. 
They had anaother drink and Maloney wandered 
around the room. Shelley wondered what was 
happening to her police protection. Were they bought 
off? 
Maloney came back with the sleeping tablets. 
1\ *"e� I ookc t( li�e. 
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"Well, you've fucked it. Fucked it for both of us," he 
said, "So let's go out together." 
Shelly looked at him, not comprehending his 
suggestion. 
"I'll match you, tablet for tablet. We're as good as 
dead." Maloney said. 
Shelly didn't say anything. His power, his persuasion 
dragged her into its flow. 
"Time to go to sleep, Shelley." he said handing her two 
tablets. 
She took them artd washed them down with rum. 
Maloney did the same and then pulled ner across onto 
his lap. He started whispering in her ear. He conjured 
up a world where they were king and queen. A 
glittering city on a crystal river where all the misfits 
were at home. A little bit of Ireland in the green of the 
sub-tropics. The pubs would always be open and the 
clubs and brothels would be there for all to see. 
He handed her another couple of pills. She could 
barely lift the glass to her lips, but she watched 
impassively as Maloney downed his. She felt the glow 
of vindication flow through her body and leave her 
limbs numb. 
"We'll wander along the frangipani groves down in the 
Botanic Gardens." Maloney said, his voice giving a 
hint of lilt. "We'll kiss among the Moreton Bay Figs in 
those last desperate minutes before dawn. Then we'll 
find a rowboat and row out into the river to watch that 
dawn. And we'll walk down to the Roma Street 
markets and I'll take our people's tribute and you'll be 
adored for the true Celtic queen you are." 
Maloney put another couple of tablets in Shelley's 
mouth and helped her wash them down. The hypnotic 
rhythm of his voice, the creeping paralysis of the 
barbituates put her to sleep. 
Maloney took no more, but his voice droned on, 
making sureshe was in a deep and abiding sleep. He 
fed her a few more barbs and then went to the toilet 
where he stuck his fingers down his throat and 
vomited. He rinsed his mouth out and washed his face. 
"At least I'll get a good nights sleep." he told himself. 
When he came out into the living room, the blond cop 
had cleaned away any traces of their presence. 
Maloney didn't look at her. They left her cold body in / 
the dark flat. 
He was found not guilty through lack of evidence. 
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BIG THING ADDICT 
Whoever said "Size doesn't matter" must 
have been talking about something else. 
From birth, every child, ground under the 
jackboot of the giants, knows both thE: 
fear and the fascination of a world in 
which they are only a scale model. 
Every religion has tried to recreate for adults the 
innocent acquiescience of the child in the face of 
the overwhelming. 
Mount Rushmore, hundreds of giant Stalins and 
recently newsworthy, "Big Marcos" are impressive 
witnesses to a ready use of the principle by 
secular authorities. Consider the concept of "Big 
Brother'' for practice. 
So, while Bob Hawke pushes his WAD (War 
Against Drugs) a bigger (oops ... sorry) problem 
goes unnoticed and unchecked. 
BIG THING ADDICTION; an addiction which can 
grow out of all proportion unless it's cut down to 
size by massive Government expenditure. The 
scenario is all too familiar to its victims. 
Cruising down the highway, we are a car load of big 
thing abusers, looking for a fix. The paraphenalia of our 
problem is tied around our necks, like albatrii, labelled 
"Nikonn and "lnstamatic". 
Suddenly, there is an excited "Big thing on the star­
boardbowW 
The car does a passable impersonation of a vehicle in 
an American T.V. show screeching to a stop. We're on 
the footpath in down-town Stones Corner to pay 
homage to a new find; a Big Tap over a plumbing sup­
plies shop. 
"Wow! Degree of difficulty at least 3.5. Look at those 
complex curves. n 
"It's scale ratio must be at least 30. That's one heck of 
a tap. n 
I'm clicking away with the rest of them. Do they rea!ise I 
haven't got any film in my camera? Look at that finish. 
Its accuracy must be in the high 90's. The glistening 
metalic firbeglass catches the brassy lustre of the 
proto-typical tap. Its T-Bar handle rotates slowly, im­
periously, and the big drips frozen under its giant maw 
illuminate in sequence. Click, click, click, click. What a 
rush// 
This country that appreciates the epic story of Mrs. 
Chicken is the rightful home of the images of super 
humans ... Like the Big Captain Cook (CTT#2) and the 
Big Bagpiper. 
And who more than this most urbanised of nations, 
needs the visions of supernature embodied in the Big 
Banana (CTT#1) Big Cow (CTT#1) Big Strawberry 
(CTT#1) Big Orange (CTT#4) and the Big Fighting 
Whiting. 
But don't think there are just a few local big deviants. 
The need to rescale our world is universal. Witness the 
Big Banana in Oslo for the sheer triumph of human will 
over reality. And pay homage to the Drive-in Duck Res­
taurant in Long Island which so inspired Big Thing 
theorist, Robert Venturi. (The entire United States could 
be cited but it tends to weaken the argument and the 
brain.) 
Australia however, as befits the Big Country, is a spe­
cial preserve of gigantism. We may have only a tiny film 
industry and an isolated literary culture but our Big 
Things are world leaders as they, Norman Gunston 
style, mark out our culture with extravagant gestures for 
the hard of thinking. 
Don't get me wrong. A lot of Big Things are grotesque 
and appalling. Some are so crushed by commerce as 
to stunt the imagination rather than enlarge it. 
I'm asking only that you learn to appreciate their pos­
sibilities, while remaining aware of the risks, and un­
derstand the poor addicts who realised, too late, that 
this thing is bigger than they are. 
DAMIEN LEDWICH 
PHOTOS: BIG TAP, Stones Corner; BILL'S BIG PICKLE, Los 
Angeles; BIG BULL, formerly of Wooloongabba; BIG OIL 
CAN, on a trailer, with victim, No fixed abode; Another BIG 
TAP, Wild Waters, Logan City; BIG FLAG MAN, formerly of 
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PINE CONE, Taringa; Another BIG BANANA, Oslo, Norway; 
An illuminated BIG STRAWBERRY, Strawberry Winery, 
Cooroy; BIG PLATFORM BOOT, Camden Town, London; Not 
"that" BIG APPLE, Acacia Ridge; BIG PIPER, Adelaide. 
PHOTO CONTRIBUTORS: Liz Willis, Simon Stocks, Anne 
Jones, David Wilkinson, Buffy Lavery, Liz Bates, Lindy"Big 
Bill" Woodward, Damien Ledwich, lan Cook, David Pyle, lan 
Grey, Glenda Haseler, Stephen Y, Linzi X. 
Boy forese�s death � and gives heart to save girlfriend 
SAN FRANOSCO.- A 15-year-old 
boy who learned that his girlfriend 
needed a heart transplant told bis 
mother he was going to die and the girl 
sbould ba•e his heart. 
Donna, of Patterson, 120 km soatlt­
east of San Francisco, bad just leal"lled 
that she bad an enlarged heart and 
needed a transplant. Felipe's family 
li•es in the same famlin& community. 
The boy, Felipe Garza, seemed to be 
in perfect health when he made the pre­
diction three weeks ago. 
Sanchez said Felipe complained of 
pain on the left side of his head when he 
woke up on Saturday morning. 
Last Saturday he died after a blood 
•essel burst in his head. "He was losing breath and couldn't walk," Sanchez said. 
. His family followed his wishes, and 
Felipe's heart was transplanted yester­
day to Donna Ashlock, 14, as his last 
act of lo•e. 
Felipe was taken to the local hospi­
tal, then flown to a larger hospital in 
Modesto, 32 km away. 
His half-brother, John Sanchez, 20, 
·said Felipe told their mother, Maria: 
But the blood supply to his brain bad 
been cut off so long by the burst blood 
FELIPE GARZA 
... prediction. 
"I'm going to die, and I'm going to gi•e 
my heart to my girlfriend." 
• esse! that he was brain dead and re­
mained, ttcbnically ali•e only because 
HEARTBURN 
AND 
TACOS 
"Today is the end of my life!" 
"Madre! Me boy a morir." 
"Bring Felipe Tacoes, Tamales 
and Enchiladas. The last 
supper is at hand." 
These were purportedly some of the 
last words of the young man, Felipe 
Garza who died recently and made the 
world smile by giving his heart to save 
the one he loved. 
Well, que sera sera. Who cares 
anyway; just another dead American 
and the only good American is a dead 
one. After all with a name like Felipe 
Garza he was probably one of those 
filthy Commie Spies that are bringing 
that country to its knees. One less of 
'em won't hurt us any. 
And if Donna Ashlock thinks she's 
got his heart, well then she's mistaken. 
I happen to know that Felipe's heart, 
organs, tissues and toes were 
positively squashed, squished and 
gizzardless when his transporting 
flight took off. Upon arrival at San 
Francisco airport the cargo hold was 
opened only to find Felipe's white goo 
and internals spewing forth from his 
orifices. From what paramedics could 
tell Felipe's body had been pummelled 
during the flight by forty-four gallon 
drums of Chilli Sauce and Chicken 
grease. 
So why all the media hype about 
Felipe giving his heart to Donna. All 
Donna knew was that Felipe was some 
down-beat Hispanic kid who'd fallen 
for I.er. He lived down with the junk 
while she "grooved out" on top of the 
hill. The local K.K.K. weren't going 
to let Felipe have his way: Spies and 
Wasps don't mix too good in this 
town. Sort of like Chilli Sauce and 
Chicken grease. 
Still wonderin' why Donna and the _ 
rest of us have been led to believe that 
Felipe's heart is inside Donna. Well 
don't ask me! I don't know. All I 
know is that Spies and Wasps don't 
mix too good in that town. Sort of like 
Chilli Sauce and Chicken grease. 
If it's good enough for the K.K.K. 
then it's good_enough for me. 
It's ironic though. That Chilli Sauce 
and Chicken grease was bound for 
Felipe's uncles' Chilli den on Fifty 
Third street. That was Donna's 
favourite munchin' place when she hit 
the city after funkin' with the junk is 
even more ironic. 
But that's the way things go on the 
time/space continuum. Junk turns to 
funk, the funk goes to funkholes, 
funholes turn to blackholes and like 
it's the whole time/space vortex all 
over again. 
.� CECILIA VAN HEUMAN 
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The Case of 
Mother 
Finding The 
Fish Tank 
Heater .... 
I don't know if you know what a 
fish tank heater is. Well I wasn't 
too sure e ither, but there it was, 
under my bed. My mother had 
found it while cleaning the room I 
had recently vacated. 
It was bright green and marked 
"exotica". Nervously the mother 
removes it from its "spot" - like a first 
year vet student handling a syringe 
full of hormones for the horse - and 
takes it to father's room. If she owned 
gloves they would have been worn. 
In a hushed tone she says "What do 
you think she would do with this." 
producing the goods, and hoping the 
horror would turn to hilarity with a 
simple answer. 
"I don't know." the father says, "But 
don't ask her whatever you do. I think 
it might have something to do with her 
condition." 
"Well, I just have to ask her the next 
time I see her. I must find out. It's 
he h a d lte e n  p l a c e d  o a  a 
respirator. 
The faarily decided to let physicians 
remo•e Felipe's heart for Donna and 
his kidlltys .... eyes for others Ia need 
of those orgaas. 
plaat team, said the surgery went 
snMOthly. Donna's condition later hn­
pro•ed to good from critical, and doc­
tors remo•ed a breetlling tube. 
"We diclll't walt to see him saffer 
aay IIICIR, and what else could we do?" 
Sanchez asked. 
Sanchez said he called Donna's 
mother at the hospital before the oper­
atloa ud told her: "I llope God ghes 
Donna 1 good chance." 
With life-���pport systems keeping 
his organs ali•e, Felipe was flown be­
fore dawn yesterday to San Francisco's 
Presbyterian Hospital, where Donna 
already was undergoing tests. 
Felipe's parents and his two brothers 
and two sisters gained consolation 
from the hope that his death would giYe 
Donna a chance to liwe, Sanchez said. 
Surgeoes remo•ed Felipe's organs, 
and non. aot her transplant in a fiye­
hour operatloo. 
"As long as we get to see her around 
here, then we'll say, that's what my lit­
tle brother did," he said. 
Dr J. Donald Hill, wbo led the traas-
A hospital spokesman said Donna's 
p a ruts did  not  w i s h  to ta lk  t o  
report ers.  . I API 
DONNA ASHLOCK 
• . .  transplant. 
KM. 
extraordinary." she says. "Next time 
she's over for dinner." 
Father replies, "Well, keep me out of 
it. I don't want anything to do with it." 
The excuse I was given was that I had 
to remove all the junk and stuff they'd 
piled into boxes while cleaning the 
room. At the dinner table, all was not 
as usual. In a tone which made me 
prepare for the worst, mother began 
her speech - her whole "purpose of 
being" hung in the balance and 
apparently so did mine. 
"I found the most extraordinary thing 
under your bed." Father then . 
intervenes with a sharp kick to the 
shin. 
"Oh". I said. 
. "Yes, I can't describe it." the phony 
laugh almost made me shiver. 
"It's sort of green, so big and you plug 
it in. It might have something to do 
with your illness." she says. 
"That's a fish tank heater." I say, quite 
surprised and relieved to solve the 
mystery. "Where is it now?" I ask, 
wishing to confirm my innocence. 
"I've put it on top of one box along 
with a dried mouse skin I found under 
a pile of clothes in your wardrobe." 
she says. 
"A mouse, that's disgusting. Why did 
you keep it." 
"Well, it's so unusual I thought you'd 
kept it for some reason." she says. 
DONNA ASHLOCK 
• •• recoYering. 
G·irl learns that 
boyfriend gave 
up heart to her 
SAN FRANCISCO.- A teeaafte girl who recehed her boyfriead s 
heart after, lie predicted his own 
death was told by her father yeater· 
day of the y011tb's fate. 
. RayiiOIIII Ashlock said that he 
told -is 4aac'ter, Donna, that Felipe 
Garza Juaiof ud died and �ted 
Iris orgaas f« transplut, includias 
Iris kicllleys aad eyes. 
"And I llaYe his heart!" asked 
Donna, wllo is reco•ering In fair to 
good COIIdition. 
"I said, 'yes, that was what be and 
his parents wished'," Ashlock said. 
"Her expression cbaqed just a lit­
tle. She thea asked who lulew, and I 
told her 'nerybody'. The discassion 
didn't go uy fardler." 
Do11111, 14, uaderwellt traMjllnt 
surgery at tile Presbyterilll H�tal 
oo Sullday alld was gl•en Felipe's 
heart, a day 11fter the 15-year-old 
bad suffered a bunt blood •esse! ia 
his braia. DoBa showed no signs of 
rejec.ting her. heart, said hospital 
spokesman NaiiCy Millbouse. 
She bad her first 10IId food siiiCe 
. lhe .traHpl*•*• eatlajpeast for 
breakfast. 
(AP) 
Now that's really sick, I thought. "I 
don't want it or the heater." 
I had to see them anyway. The mouse 
to me appeared green and exotic. It's 
not by accident that she would 
mention the two in the same breath. I 
know both ate a threat, both distant 
and foreign and capable of 
dismantling her whole social heirachy 
within a single day. 
Quiet, suspicious laughter 
accompanied the disclosure that the 
hellishly coloured object was 
something to do with friendly 
·goldfish. 
Complaining of tiredness, I left the 
house soon after, everything was 
basically back to normal. Several days 
later I had a call from moi:her. I could 
tell something was wrong. In that 
same nervous tone she said, "But we 
don't have a fish tank!" There was 
nothing for me to say. 
As I walked that afternoon I came 
upon a pig dog and for the first time I 
really liked the look of them. This, I 
thought, represented a significant 
advance in my thinking. There's 
something grand about their odd 
appearance, a parallel to the human 
condition perhaps. 
Mother made me take the "thing" 
away on my next visit. Does anyone 
want a used fish tank heater? It's 
going cheap. 
IAN MciNTOSH �. 
-------------------------------------------·-· ----- --------
ANIMAL·LIBERATION 
What is Animal Liberation doing and why? It all � 
seemed like a good idea in the sixties and even the � 
seventies when everything else was revolting, but ., 
now you can't even buy a packet of mince from 
Coles with confidence. Things are getting bad. And 
animals are obviously better _off without our "help". 
Da boys from da Daintree will be round, orright. ... 
IT ALL START ED 
WITH A COUPLE 
OF 
PHILOSOPHERS 
Now, let's get this straight. Animal 
Liberation isn't a totally bad idea. We 
don't treat animals, in general, at all 
well. But how should we treat them? 
Philosophers have pondered on this 
one for eons. Two schools of thought 
were popular in Greece. Pythagoras 
thought that animals were receptacles 
for souls of dead people. But he 
seemed to score more of a popular hit 
with triangles, and western thought 
went with Aristotle. 
Aristotle maintained that animals exis­
ted for our convenience. Philosophy­
wise, this idea really took off and was 
developed over centuries until it 
reached a ludicrous extreme with that 
drunken fart, Descartes. Rene reck­
oned animals were machines and this 
justified a whole host of nasty prac­
tices like bull baiting and, of course, 
vivissection. 
Vivissection is the practice of cutting 
up live, unanaesthetised animals, all in 
the name of science. Yuk. But con­
gratulations, humanity - it doesn't hap­
pen anymore .... much. These days we 
go more for torture and mental cruelty. 
The whole Animal Liberation move­
ment has, fittingly, a philosophical 
basis. A philosophy academic from 
Monash, Peter Singer, put the whole 
thing together in a book called, you 
, guessed it, "Animal Liberation". Worth 
a look if you're serious about the sub­
ject. If you're not, read on. 
HOW WE TREAT 
ANIMALS 
Most cruelty to animals these days is 
on farms, in the way we kill them -
sometimes for sport - and in 
laboratories. 
There may not be many scientists ac­
tually cutting up live animals, but they 
do get up to some pretty nasty stuff. 
Dripping shampoo into rabbits eyes is 
a very popular image touted by the 
Animal Liberationists. And that sort of 
stuff, and worse, does occur. Most of 
the really awful experiments are on 
mice, rats and cane toads. But who 
cares, if the animals are a bit yukky, 
rather than cute and fluffy. 
The farms are probably worse than the 
laboratories, too. Ctlooks, in particular, 
get a very hard time, hundreds cram­
med into tiny cages,1debeaked and fed 
their own shit. No wonder chicken 
doesn't taste like it used to. Essentially 
modern, gigantor-scale farming 
doesn't take into account the comfort 
of animals. They probably get RSI too! 
Unfortunately chickens aren't cute and 
fluffy either. 
Now, we've established that animals 
I ' 
<' 
are badly treated. But we've also come 
to one of the first tragic flaws of Animal 
Liberation. Although their policies are 
broad and well thought out encom­
passing even the nastiest beasties, to 
get public support they have con­
centrated on preserving animals which 
humans find emotionally appealling. 
Baby harp seals, kangaroos, bun­
nies ..... need I go on. 
Where was the outcry when two 
school children advertised their cane 
toad eradication service? A service 
using the principal exterminatory 
weapon of a lump of three-be-two with 
a nail in the end. It could only happen 
in Brisbane. And only in Brisbane 
could the story get blitz-level media 
coverage. One lone letter to the 
Courier Mail decried the cruelty. Pests 
they may be but cane toads are living 
creatures and deserving of a more 
humane death. 
OH NO, NOT 
BEAN SPOUTS 
AGAIN 
Quibbles aside, the major way that the 
Animal Libbers go wrong is by their too 
ready a connection with vegetarianism. 
Many people don't like meat, are aller­
gic to it or have personal moral objec­
tions to eating meat, but let's face it 
humans are animals too. Omnivorous 
ones. We've been eating meat for 
bloody ages; we can cope with it 
digestively; we derive a lot of important 
nutrients from meat (and fish); and be­
sides, meat is just plain yummy. I, for 
one, despite a strong sympathy for the 
plight of animals, am not about to stop 
eating meat. And it's not a realistic 
goal to expect the 90% plus meat­
eaters on the planet to give it up. 
So all Animal Liberation should come 
down to is humane practices in 
laboratories, farms and abattoirs. Noth­
ing would seem simpler. Certain facts 
need to be established, naturally. The 
South Australian Government quite 
recently spent rather a lot of money 
trying to discover if fish feel pain, so as 
to tailor legislation accordingly. And 
fair enough too. Strange but true, that 
no-one else in the world had ever tried 
to fathom this rivetting question. 
Of course, many vegetarians and 
Animal Liberationists claim to know 
these things intuitively. Many vegos do 
eat fish, after all. A philosophy lecturer 
once pointed out that to eat any sen­
tient being was morally reprehensible. 
Where do we draw the line on sentient 
beings, I asked. ,Oysters! Of course, 
we wouldn't want to let mere morals 
prevent us from eating oysters. 
Minor minefields apart, Animal 
Liberationists are· losing the battle as 
their potential supporters desert be­
cause of the loony wing ot the move­
ment and their overenthusiasm. Using 
terrorist tactics to try to stop people 
eating meat is about the limit in idiocy. 
And certainly not the way to gain con­
verts, even if it was a worthy cause. 
Antics of the wide-eyed extremists of 
the movement have included poison­
ing supermarket meat, or threatening 
to, threatening butchers and damaging 
their shops and, would you believe, 
poisoning Mars Bars! 
This confirms just how silly humans 
are. But the Animal Libbers are right. 
We must treat animals in a decent way 
and if something isn't done soon we're 
going to be in deep shit. The animals 
will bite back - swarms of killer bees, 
giant octopi, rabid Old English Sheep 
Dogs, rampaging rabbits/n::ts/rhino/­
pigs/frogs, marching ants, marauding 
sharks .... Need I go on. It's going to be 
B-grade movie city, so look out. 
And the first blows have already been 
struck. We all know about the dingos, 
but what about.. ... 
THE CROCODILE 
CONNECTION 
The truth must now be told, crocodiles 
are the enforcers of the animal world. 
Dinges, drop bears, bacteria - they're 
all deadly, but crocodiles are having 
their 15 minutes of fame .... their time in 
the sun. 
Beryl Wruck was just the first to go. 
The first casualty in what could be a 
long and bloody war. Only a matter of 
weeks after Beryl went to her gastric 
grave, Kate McQuarrie became the 
second victim of the crocodiles' reven­
ge. And the. crocs are pretty good at 
throwing us off the track. 
Rumour has it that Beryl was mur­
dered! But have you heard the one 
that both Beryl and Kate were to be 
key witnesses in the same murder trial! 
Furphy! The crocs got them all 
right.. .. and the rest. 
Remember the story that croc­
shooters had found Beryl'� remains in 
the stomach of a large croc. The al­
leged human remains were sent to 
Brisbane to be studied forensicly and 
their identity verified. Ever wondered 
about the outcome? The bits they 
found were human, yes, but they 
weren't Beryl Wruck! The lab report 
stated they were remains of a woman 
of small stature - Beryl was of medium 
height and build! Remember you read 
it first in the Cane Toad Times. 
So were does that leave us? Well 
three down, for a start. Not bad odds 
when you realise that the victims had 
to be silly enough to jump in a croc­
infested creek in the first place. Or did 
they? 
The crocodiles are out to get us and I 
reckon Martin Tenni's right, they are 
moving south and fast. The cane toad 
menace, that was just a reconaissance 
mission, the toads have reported back 
and the big boys (and girls) are com­
ing. They'll be issuing demands soon. 
And the word will be "Clean up your 
act". Be nice to a chook today. 
ANNE JONES 
"Chooks, in particular, get 
a very hard time, hundreds 
crammed into tiny cages, 
debeaked and fed their 
own shit. No wonder 
chicken doesn't taste like 
it used to." 
"A philosophy lecturer 
once pointed out that to 
eat any sentient being was 
morally reprehensible. 
Where do we draw the line 
on sentient beings, I as­
ked. Oysters! Of course, 
we wouldn't want to let 
mere morals prevent us 
from eating oysters." 
"The animals will bite back 
- swarms of killer bees, 
giant octopi, rabid Old 
English Sheep Dogs, ram­
paging rabbits/rats/rhino/­
pigs/frogs, marching ants, 
marauding sharks .... need I 
go on. It's going to be 8-
grade movie city, so look 
out." 
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WHERE 
YOU GET IT: 
HOW 
YOU GET IT: 
SIGNS AND . SYMPTOMS: 
LIKELIHOOD: 
TIME REQUIRED: 
PROPONENTS: 
BENEFITS: 
RE9UIREMENTS: 
PARAPHENALIA: 
MARKET 
POTENTIAL: 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
· IMPACT: 
· STATUS: 
PAIN FACTOR: 
. MEDICAL 
IMPLICATIONS: 
LE AL 
. IMPLICATIONS: 
POLITICAL 
1M PLICA TIONS: 
CURES AND 
TREATMENTS: 
COMMENTS: 
Acts of 
nature 
The Wrath of God; 
Cyclone Tracy 
It comes to you 
Well, I was minding 
my own business 
when suddenly .... 
Lots of 
water/lava/buffalo 
coming down the 
street 
Unlikely odds, 
shortening in 
California though 
4.5 billion years to 
hot up 
Darwin; Churches; 
Nostradamus; 
Lennox Walker, 
Ventriloquist 
Mexican rescue 
worker 
Ethio�ans, 
Chinese, exicans, . 
farmers etc.; 
Everyone but us 
Provided free of 
charge; Heavy 
cleanup levy 
Great news 
footaRe; Charlton eston 
A planet with fra�ile 
carbon-based hie 
fORllS 
Earth, air, fire, 
water; Victims 
Captive audience; 
Saturated market 
Yes it has 
Low. 
Anyone can do it 
Global. Suffering on 
a bibliCijl epic scale 
Disease, plague, 
pestilence; 
Red-Cross 
The fine print in 
Insurance Policies 
BobGeldof 
Run away, hide, dig 
in the ground; 
Band-aid 
Are you there 
Louis? Can I get 
you a Taco? 
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Animal 
Attack 
Croc horror; 
Honest Sarge ... a 
dingo has taken my 
baby! 
In the wild; Ayers 
Rock; In a B Grade 
Movie 
As a surhrise 
most y 
Parts of you are 
eaten I stung I 
crushed 
Good in the tropics 
& after the next 
commercial 
Directly 
proportional to 
mouth size 
Animal 
liberationists; 
Guiness Book of 
Records 
Crocs, Dingoes, 
Drop bears, Bees, 
· Snakes, Noah's 
Ari<s, Koalas, 
Redbacks, Old 
English Sheep dogs 
Your life, obviously 
Media attention, 
enquiries, rumours 
Stupidity and the 
night 
Teeth; Claws; 
Drunkeness; 
Bravado 
B-wade movie 
rights. Seen 
"Razorback" 
Good for the 
wildlife ... keeps 'em 
fed; R.S.P.C.A. 
High 
Very high. Watch 
out for the death 
roll 
Not enough "Rid" 
The dingo really did 
do it 
The wrath of Martin 
Tenni 
Tourniquets; 
Shotguns; 
· Dynamite; Hysteria 
you 
thought it was 
safe ... Editor's 
favourite. 
4 
Cancer 
Big"C", 
Jimmy Dancer 
All over 
Living 
Lumps, bumps, 
spots and stains 
Very 
How long have you 
got? 
Steve "Coffee 
Enema" McQueen; 
John Wayne; Faith 
healers 
Us 
1 in 4 people 
3 in 4 don't get it 
A life 
Everything you do, 
eat, breathe,enjoy, 
ke/accommodate · 
Ask W.D & H.O. 
Wills; Milan Brick 
It does ... on you!! 
God, anyone can 
get it! 
Morphine, heroin 
Big money spinner 
Will power 
R. Rea�n 
"My brain urts" 
The therapy's as 
bad as the d1sease; 
Coffee enemas!! 
5 
Civil 
Violence 
Murder; Terrorism; 
Tylenol terror; 
Psycho killers; 
Assassins 
Home delivered; 
Parcel pick·up; 
McDonalds 
Being in the wrong 
place at the wrong 
time 
Ticking packages; 
Bitter almond taste 
Slim, move to 
trouble spot 
Seconds 
Red Brirdes; 
Gaddafi; nthony 
Perkins; Chuck 
Manson; Dan 
White-theTwinkie 
killer 
Ronald Reagan, 
dec'd.; Bernard 
Klinghoffer; Lots of 
Ghandi's and 
Kennedy's, Harvey 
Milk 
Twinkies packets 
Culling American 
tourists 
Passion; 
Fanaticism 
Bullets; Dirty red 
bandana 
Ask Rupert 
Murdoch 
Drive will get that 
bloodstain out in 
the wash 
Instant stardom 
Please don't hurt 
me 
Suture self 
·The Devii!Twinkies 
made me do it 
Liberation by 
blowing up 
American tourists 
Uberate the 
Homeland. Eat less 
salt/sugar!Twinkies 
home. Watch it 
on T.V. 
5 
Let's face it. You're going to die sometime. 
For too long you've failed to face facts. 
Death is a responsibility. You owe it to 
your family. You owe it to your friends. 
You owe it to your personal philosophy, 
your lifestyle. It's a matter of pride to die in 
a suitable way. But where to get the facts? 
Consumer Watch-Toad is here to help you! 
••••• 
Most people assume that their death will be a mat­
ter of chance. It need not be. There are lots af 
great styles of death out there waiting for you. Like 
Spontaneous Combustion for example. Never con­
sidered it, huh� Pretty nifty really. All you have to 
do is ignite. It's all over in a matter of seconds. 
You'll make the evening papers! It's so quick it's 
,practically painless and think of the status. 
So the first simple realisation you have to make is 
that death is within your grasp. You have power 
over it. Go out there! And die the way you want! 
Consumption Execution Gangrene 
Tuberculosis Justice; Murder by Nea-osis, 
T.B. the State Gas gangrene 
Lungs; Gothic In the neck, in the Trenches, 
Romance Novels vien, in the heart Orthopaedic Wards, 
Lamington Plateau 
Expectorating in By being really Dead easy; 
public naughty; bad legal Poor circulation 
advice (like C.T.T.) 
Night sweats; A priest brings in a Unpleasant odours; 
Increased creative good meal; A law Umbs left behind; 
powers; Cou�hin' and order election Swollen black 
to the coffan appendages 
Cloften It's not what you 
do, it's where you 
Diabetics go first 
do it 
How long can you With appeals, fiv'e Depends how long 
hold your breath? years you're out of 
circulation 
F,Scott Fitzgerald, Botha, Muslims, Maggots; Europe 
George Orwell, Karen-Ann 1914-18; Kerm1t; 
Vicks, All 19th Quinlan's dad, Papa Douggy "Darth" 
Century authors Doc, Baby Doc, Bader 
Mama Doc. 
Lead characters in Gary Gilmore; Diabetics; Old 
operas; King Ned Kelly; Diggers and Vets; 
Tutankaman; All Ronald Ryan Burma Railway 
19th Century workers; Lepers 
authors 
Bulk Kleenex; All Power bill; Priest's An arm and a leg 
the phlegm you've fee; Appeal System 
got; Poetry (where applicable) 
Novels; Spitting and order; Prosthesis 
Fear and loathing; allowance 
Revenge 
A dingy P.arret; Criminals; Maggots; 
Pub 1c Political expediency Orthopedic 
expectoration surgeons 
Fisherman's Chair with straps, Plastic spatulas; 
Friends; Vapour blindfold; Chain saw; Odor-
Rub; Sputum mugs Whipper-snipper eaters 
Publish and perish Government The mari<eting arm 
monopoly is dropping off 
Phlegm ish Reduced crowding Lots of flies; Anti-
footpaths in jails smok.ing 
campa1gns, 
"Everything is Very low, except for Diminishing but 
coming up, Rosie" political martyrs 'armless 
Tortured lungs I Low with Can't feel a thing ... 
Tortured soul professional help haven't got any 
hands 
The return of the None Weak as rus. 
mobile Chest X-Ray Stop it or it'l fall off 
van 
Lots of defaults on An eye for an eye It'll never stand up 
the publishing in court 
advance 
They scrapped the National PartJ,, R.S.L (Returned 
mobile chest X-Ray Rona Joyner, es Servicemens' 
van Umbs) 
A cup of tea, a Bex Last minute Chainsaw; Vacuum 
and an incredibly reprieve; cleaner; Orbital 
long lie down Escape/rescue sander 
A lung( e) for Society's to blame This one's swell; 
stardom. It's on the It's not easy being 
cx:meback trail. green 
5 9 Rotten. 
DEATH TO SUIT YOUR 
LIFESTYLE 
Consumer Watch-Toad has a death to suit you. Choose 
from the widest possible range. Everything from Kuru 
(rare brain disease contracted by cannibalism) to 
Household Accidents are covered by our comprehensive 
survey. Our teams of experienced agents laid down their 
own lives to enhance yours. They actually lived and died 
these deaths to gather data for Consumer Watch-Toad. 
Obviously we weren't able to cover absolutely every kind 
of death in detail. So we have grouped deaths together 
in our easy-to-read Consumer Guide. For instance, 
death by Sexually Transmitted Diease (S.T.D.) is treated 
in one category. This is a problem - the subtle differen­
ces between dying of Aquired Immune Defiency · 
Syndrome (A.I.D.S.) and Syphillus is lost. We must 
apologise for this problem, but if you have your heart set 
on an S.T.D. just call Cane Toad Times , we'd be happy 
to supply further details. 
Another popular death at present is death by Animal At­
tack. For a start, maybe the dingo really did do it! But 
death by dingo is strictly for the under-5's. A far more 
vogue demise is being eaten by crocodile. Beryl Wruck 
really has started something. Just what has death by 
Animal Attack got going for it? Well, the Media Rights 
could be quite a lucrative form of income, for a start. 
Heart Household Indulgence 
Disease accidents 
Love-sickness; Watch it with that Fun� 
Infatuation whippersnipp ... ; La grande Bouffe 
Could you hold the 
ladder? 
You tell us!; Ships Residences It's everywhere, if 
in the night you know where to 
look 
Sheer stupidity; Stupidity, Fast food, fast 
impulse buying clumsiness, goblins living, fast finish 
Non-rational A three year old in Fat, decay, fits, 
behaviour; Big the pool filter; blackouts 
phone bills (S.T.D.) Something stinks in 
the garage 
All you have to remember when consulting our guide, is 
that there is a death to suit you. It just takes a little per­
severance and research. 
JUST WHAT WILL IT COST? 
In these cost-cutting times, it's irresponsible not to con­
sider the cost of death. But a quiet word here. Don't let 
post-death costs concern you. The living can look after 
that. However, just setting yourself up for an appropriate 
death can be a very costly business - you may have to 
save or improve your credit rating. For instance, Indul­
gence can cost an arm and a leg, literally. Indulgence 
costs are exhorbitant, especially if you are going to in­
dulge yourself properly. No use just pigging-out. You'll 
need wonderful food, the best wine ... and goo'd drugs 
can really set you back. You'd be surprised how long 
you'll last on Nouvelle Cuisine, Verve Clicquot and 
Cocaine. You'd probably live to 100! Sounds pretty good, 
doesn't it? But the cost, the cost! 
However, other deaths can be far cheaper. Take Acts of 
Nature, really just a matter of being in the right place at 
the right time. Cylones, bush-fire, mud slides - off you go. 
May have a few problems; bit of pain, mess ... but cheap 
as dirt. What about Rabies? Very reasonable ... 'course, 
you'll have to go overseas, but why not? 
Some deaths have little appeal and keep you in hock as 
well. Becoming part of the Road Toll is, let's face it, a bit 
of a loser. Seems it happens accidentally, most of the 
time. This is another good reason to choose your own 
death, before it chooses you. Don't say we didn't tell you. 
A RANGE OF IMPLICATIONS 
At the Cane Toad Times we always try to take a global 
perspective. Too often we think of death as something 
small and private. But not so. Your death can a a surpris­
ing array of Medical, Legal and Political Implications, to 
say nothing of Evironmental Impact and Market Poten­
tial. Consumer Watch-Toad gives you all the facts you 
need to know. · 
Take Military Violence, for example. Dying on a bat­
tlefield can be pretty keen. Valour and all that stuff. 
Maybe they'll make a movie, posthumous medals, write 
poems and so on. But is it worth the human costs? Can 
you listen to "I was only 19" one more time? War is hell. 
But then again Military Violence can have some delight­
ful effects on the economy, it pur�ies the race and is 
guaranteed to change the government. It bears con­
sideration. 
Another form of death with some pretty terrifying im­
plications is Consumption. What a horror! No other death 
has been instrumental in creating quite so much awful 
Kuru Military Pestilent Rabies Radiation 
Violence Plagues 
Trembling with fear War; Police Action; Bubonic; Smallkox; Hydrophobia; Sunburn 
(translation); Family Winning hearts and Influenza; Cho era La Rage (french, 
cannibalism minds rhymes with mirage) 
New Guinea Over there; Where- Wherever the Wherever mad Marshall Ia.; Japan 
Highlands ever the C.I.A has a stagnant waterways mammals mouth off (the flat bits); 
branch office meet.. Maralinga 
Home cooking; Catch it from Rat-size fleas bite Beastial hickeys Enola Gay; 
Family meals neighbouring cat-size rats ... then Being friends with 
countries ou America 
Dementia �ou can Gunfire; Plates Start to worry when That ring of Nausea, vomiting, 
die laug ing); keep falling off your body behaves confidence; You burns, convulsions, 
Richochetin� off shelf; Lots of in a Third World bite the postman, mutant children, 
the hut wa Is soldiers manner you son of a bitch ringing ears 
Of all the gin-joints It can happen to Pretty high if �ou're Low for orphans One glitch at Bubonic Plague is Not in Oz More and more 
in all the world ... you weak, or ric , or NOR AD endemic in the U.S. 
both 
Every waking and 1.7 nanoseconds; A short lifespan Years of grannys 
sleeping minute Anywhere, anytime cooking 
Mills and Boon; S.E.O.E.B; Len Evans, Bernard Fore Tribe; 
Hollywood; • Lever & Kitchen; King, Bill Hurrey, Air Niugini; 
Greeting Card Tranquility Pools Mal Meninga, Sweeney Todd 
conglomerates; Luciano Pavorotti 
Florists; Hippies; 
Joan Collins 
You, you sap! Kids, mums, dads, Mrs. Chicken; Fore tribe 
grandads, �ets Caligula; Henry VIII; and dinner guests 
(especia ly Orson Welles; A lot 
goldfish); Lance of dead rock stars 
Curtis 
Rational behavior, Rent or house Enormous; No babysitters; I 
credibility and face .payments 2 Bankcards worth hate my relatives 
guts 
Temporary weight Insurance payouts; Do what you wanna Less Chrissie 
loss Condolence cards; do ... be what you presents to buy 
A spare room wanna be! Yeah! 
Frank Sinatra; A home Money, dedication, Relatives, 
Martinis; Lots of self sacrifice; breadcrumbs, garlic 
fucks Inability to say "No" and black butter 
Contraceptives; Toasters, leads, Food, sex, drugs, Splayds 
Carrington, Breath drano, knives, soap, rock'n'roll, booze, 
mints, Blinkers old fridges etc. videos 
The Western world; Big, as long as That's what Evetsody loves 
Telecom; Top 40; .interest rates are advertising's all their apa; Family 
Cleo; Power tools down about restaurants 
Environment.. what Compost for the Having a good time Ultimate in 
environment...it's garden does make a mess recycling 
raining in my heart 
Wimp Low, especially High. Come on in, Feed the man 
pool accidents the water's fine man-meat 
Love hurts; Love High, but in familiar Very pleasant. Just EXcruciating if 
stinks; Love comes surroundings one more little undercooked 
in spurts wafer 
Transplants; Quick get me to Bigtfer hospital Cannibalism is a 
Children hospital be s; Berroca; health hazzard 
Renal failure 
Divorce; Family The new Will Nathan Pritikin The family that eats 
La� Courts; Paul itself... derletes 
Landa (40 -love) itsel 
Junie Morossi; Sally-anne Atkinson Russ Hinze Cullinary 
Ainsley Gotto; Oligarchies 
Jeremy Thorpe 
Cynicism; S.T.D; A Fix those front A.A.; Gaol; Leave home! 
new fuck steps! Don't get up Getting married and 
or don't go home having kids 
Why DO fools fall in Tragic stuff but Better get a bucket How are your 
love? people don't take �ents? Delicious. 
enough care at's eating you? 
2-3 4-6 8 9 
Short game or long • 
game? 
Untill you i�nore 
the "Don't dnnk the 
water" signs 
Generals and Rats; Fleas; 
Majors, Ronald Dirty water; 
Reagan, Soldier of Umberto Eco; 
Fortune AlberrCamus; 
Monty Python; 
Mrs. Marsh 
Hitler, Boadicea, Everyone who 
Alan Aida, General survived 
MacArthur, Pol Pot, World War1; 
Yossarian Tourists; 
The local 
population. 
Such a senseless Germ warfare 
waste of human life; budgets; Buying 
10% of G.N.P. Perrier in Timbuktu 
Munitions stocks Fewer tourists 
up; Purifies the 
race 
Things that go bang Friendly wildlife 
in the night; 
Cannon fodder 
Lots of green paint, Gold American 
shiny medals Exbress Card to 
uy Perrier 
Explosive growth It's catching on in a 
big way 
Agent Orange; Less people = more 
Nuclear Winter; environment 
Poppies 
Lest we forget Plagues put the 
worry iRto being 
close. 
Redgum ... Where doesn't it 
I was only 19 hurt? 
Department of The doctors die too 
Veteran's Affairs 
I was just following Travel insurance 
orders 
Military bud;,et; Ask the Pharoahs. 
Change o 
Government 
Make love not war, 
man 
A good ratti,-
terrier squa . 
2 minutes warning; "AIM toothpaste 
1 minute silence; removes platue, 
Their finest hour doesn't it ' 
0 2 
4 days 
Lynda Stoner, 
R. Reagan 
"Foamy", "Old 
Vella", "Lassie", the 
Reagans, "Cujo" 
14 injections; 
Horrifying Vet bills 
You don't have to 
buy shaving cream 
Canines, felines, 
mongoose, skunk, 
vampire, raccoon 
Collars, leashes, 
studded leather, 
postmen, kitty litter 
Politicians; 
Shaving ads 
Mad cow! Mad cow!. 
Run for your life 
Short-lived 
notoriety 
Yes 
Medicare doesn't 
cover vet bills 
Can you take a dog 
to court? 
R. Rea�an, 
John err 
One vote, one value 
The Dingo did it; 
Once bitten never 
shy 
7 
In a flash 
U.s:, U.S.S.R., U.K., 
France, China, 
South Africa, Israel, 
India etc; Bob 
Hawke; Stan Lee 
Mickey Rooney, 
Karen Silkwood, 
Marshall Islanders, 
Bulk Ja�anese, 
Mara inga 
aborigines 
It was a nice planet 
while it lasted 
Entertaining 
maternity wards 
Uranium and 
incompetence 
Aeroplane, 
Ray bans 
Marvel super 
heroes 
"I love a burnt 
country, a land of 
glowing plains" 
Burnt out hasbeen 
Inverse proportion 
to proximity 
Free X·Rays for all 
Haven't got a leg to 
stand on 
David Lange, 
Peter Garrett, 
Francois Mitterand 
Pink Zinc 
"Old 3 Eyes is 
back" 
2 
poetry. Keats, Rupert Brooke, Lord Byron .... need I go on. 
TB may have it's appeal, but think of the rest of us and 
all those poor school children. 
NOW GET OUT THERE AND DIE 
Consumer Watch-Toad should provide all the informa­
tion you need to select an appropriate death, the rest is 
up to you. Choose your death, modify your behaviour 
accordingly, and whammo! 
What if you change your mind? Well, customers, 
remember this - death is pretty final. Once you've made 
your choice, there may be no going back. Some deaths, 
like Indulgence are pretty slow going and you could al­
ways reform. But A.I.D.S., for instance, can be pretty 
damn deadly and no going back. And Spontaneous 
Combustion - one flash and you're ash. 
So you'd better give the whole matter careful thought. 
Cane Toad Times can make no guarantees about the ex­
istence of an After Life. But please refer to Issue #2 - our 
survey of Religions may be a useful cross reference. 
So that about wraps it up for death. A big decision and 
probably your last. 
Road Toll 
Campaign 500 
Usually within 5 
minutes of home 
The wheel nuts I 
Dismemberment, 
carnage 
Severe 
Not much 
Courier-Mail; 
TV News crews; 
Acme Towing Inc.; 
Mel Gibson 
Hat drivers; 
Valiant owners; 
Grace Kelly 
$200 deposit, easy 
payments plus on­
road costs 
TV News ads; 
Culling 17 yr. old 
male low life 
Vehicle ... preferably 
a motor cycle or 
Ford Pmto 
Bicenntenial Road 
Projects; John 
Golby 
Random breath 
testing; Banning 
hat drivers; 
bummer if you're 
a witness! 
Remember don't 
move them 
2 
Sexually 
Transmitted 
Diseases 
S.T.D.; 
AIDS & Syphilis 
(The Termmals) 
Toilet seats; blood; 
penii and vaginii, 
Hiati, Monkees 
How do you think 
you get an S.T.D,? 
Pissing razor· 
blades; 60 Minutes 
interview; No 
mistletoe kisses 
Be sure not to wear 
flowers in your hair 
Depends on skill; 
Wham I Bam I Thank 
Haitians, Ita 
Buttrose, Toilet 
seats 
Rock Hudson et al; 
Potentially, 
everyone except 
Baptists 
Your sex life 
Radical celibacy 
Genitals and bad 
luck 
Toilet seats; 
Unclean whizzie 
Condoms; Toilet 
seat cover 
dispensers 
Phil Donahue 
Lower than 
Howard's 
. popularity 
Razor blades 
Field-day; Fundings 
gone through the 
roof 
You can try to sue 
your lover; 
Lust Liability 
Unsafe congress 
Not yet, stay tuned!; 
Mercury poisoning 
or abstinence 
Lust for life; Get off 
our backs; Beat it! 
5 
Spontaneous 
Combustion 
People on fire, all 
by themselves, with 
no outside 
intervention 
Mostly at home, 
when you least 
expect it 
No-one knows 
Suddenly you are 
on fire, and it's not 
1he curry you ate 
Unlikely 
About the time of 
your average barby 
Newspaper editors; 
Authors of books 
on wierd shit; 
Charles Dickens 
Christa McCauliffe; 
Rainbow Warrior; 
Lots of Sth. 
American hotels; 
Madonna 
Nil 
Heats up the room 
nicely; Toasted 
marsh mellows 
Flesh and Blood 
Quick Eze, 
Asbestos, Oven 
Not a big goer; 
Needs R & D 
Holes in the floor 
Hot 
Ouch! That hurts 
Heated debate in 
the profession 
Des Sturgess 
T!!lk your way out 
of that one NASA 
Water; C02; S.E.S 
Definitely up­
market; For those 
with a taste for the 
unusual 
4 
Starvation 
Anorexia, Inanition, 
Kwashiorkor, 
Marasmus 
Ethiopia; Not on the 
supermarket 
shelves; H-Block 
Don't eat 
"Honey, is that the 
ribs?"; Weight loss; 
Photographers 
around the hut 
Largely dependent 
on skin colour 
If you stick to the 
diet, 50-70 days 
BobGeldof, 
Jenny Craig, 
Paul Keating 
Karen Carpenter, 
Bobby Sands, 
Biafra, 
Ethiopia 
Dirt cheap 
budget goes a lot 
further 
Bankcard for Jenny 
Craig, otherwise 
none 
An index finger for 
the vomitorium 
Band Aid; U.S.A. for 
Africa; Jenny Craig 
Somewhere for the 
leftover peas and 
pumpkin to go 
Low in 3rd World; 
High in Beverley 
Hills (who isn't) 
Enormous in front 
of the fridge 
Glucosade; 
I.V.feeding; 
Helplessness 
Donations are tax 
deductible .. .lunch 
isn't 
You get to 
the British 
Parliament 
revolution; 
Marijuana use 
Starvin!iJ kids are a 
bit thm on the 
ground so it's hard 
to comment 
·1 
Strokes 
C.V.A.; 
Apoplexy 
It's all in the mind 
Gout; Artery plaque 
Sudden death; Your 
right arm doesn't 
know what your left 
arm is doing 
Is the Pope brain 
damaged? Are 
bears comatose? 
In the click of a 
flng ... of a fin g ... 
Jack Newton; Stock 
Market; Jack 
Nicklaus 
Walter Lindrum; 
Ray Undwall; 
Granma Walton 
Your hand gets 
sore; Gotta make it 
up on the green 
You get to swear a 
lot at boring rellys 
Brains and blood 
Blood clots 
Lots of therapists, 
MacDonalds, Chris 
Barnard 
Impact? I don't feel 
a thing 
Bit of a headache 
Split·brain 
research; 
Therapy goldmine 
senility 
tests 
The Rusky 
Politburo 
Hydrotherapy; 
Baskel weaving 
Different strokes for 
different folks. 
Better than death 
cox 
4 
Suicide 
No suspicious. 
circumstances 
Bathrooms, 
bridges, balconies, 
bunkers· 
Blades, bombs, 
barbiturates, bullets 
High Anxiety, Deep 
Depression, "Have 
you finished with 
the bathroom yet?" 
It's up to you! 
You're on your own 
One sideof a 
Leonard Cohen 
cassette 
Warders, 
Watch-house 
Sargeants, South 
African Police 
Nathan Pritikin; 
Publicity seeking 
rockstars; Gateway 
Bridge enthusiasts 
Blades; Pills; 
Bridge toll (south­
side) 
Relief; Peace and 
quiet at last 
Resolve, a free 
night and a flagon 
Gas oven; Large 
aquarium; Black 
Sabbath record 
Inversely 
proportional to 
Stock Market 
Yaaahl!! 
Whooomph!!i 
Poor. If yo� suicide, 
it'll be the end of 
our relationship 
cares? 
Death penalty for 
suicide attempts 
Harold Holt, dec'd. 
Gold Lotto win; 
Have a nice day!; 
Shrinks; Ufe-line. 
It's lonely at the top. 
By the time you 
read this .... 
Factory Workers: 2 
...1 
...1 
� 
z a: 
0 
0 
!It! a: 
< 
:::& 
Technology 
Failure 
Bugs in the system, 
pilot error 
Airports; Railways; 
Ufts; 3 Mile Island, 
Bhopal, NASA 
Trust a machine 
with your life 
Ashen faced 
airhostess, a jet of 
flame from the 
starboard boosters 
Very! Sit at the 
front? The back? 
No, sit in the bar! 
71 seconds 
NASA, Boeing, Otis, 
Union Carbid� IBM, 
Ford, General 
Electric etc. 
Need Another 
Seven Astronauts 
Mega bucks 
Hindsight; Luddites 
Trust; Cost cutting 
on the contracts 
Blue socks, knobs, 
dials and flashing 
lights 
Explosive growth. 
We could all get 
into this one 
Kaboom!! 
Hero. 
Who dares, wins! 
Low. Go fast, die 
fast 
Dental charts 
Murphy's Law 
The Nuclear Power 
Industry 
Yet more money 
DAYS 
AT THE 
OFFICE 
For weeks you have your head down; manic, preoccupied. Nothing surfaces. Five days a week, in and out of the office, the trivia piles up, the minor pressures mount. Days at the weekend blanked out, vegetating. You pick up the papers, switch 
on the radio, it's all wallpaper. There are points of 
euphoria; shortly afterwards the mind sinks back to a 
level of subclinical tiredness. You sleep, wake up in 
the middle of the night, lie there while the mind deals 
with what it has to deal with. Moving. Work. The 
heart. Writing. Money. Why aren't you getting 
enought sleep? What's wrong with the gearbox? Why 
are there so many cockroaches? What's the story? � 
UJ 
This is how we go. "And after I'd turned the place 
ffi 
upside down, I found it, under C in the expanding file, � along with the mirror and the razor blade .... what an 
n: 
idiot. .. and the hashish was under H." ... "I didn't say en 
USED nuclear warheads, I said second hand nuclear 3 
warheads. They sell them. Like used cars ... somewhere � 
in California, I think, or was it the desert?" c. 
You are aware of rhythms. Sometimes in the blue 
water, in the middle of a lap, you feel the heart alter its 
beat. Apart from this, you like to move around the 
house quietly, in and out of the shadows, doing what 
has to be done. The light slants in through the 
windows. The spiders build their webs. The sky goes 
dark behind the hill. At the end of those incredibly hot 
days the wind changes, the temperature drops, and 
there's a story. The hand moves slowly across the 
page, pausing but not stopping. 
We hunt in packs at the weekend. This is the relentless pursuit of the good time. From the Vietnamese restaurant to the Graphic Arts Club, on to Kinselas. 
Parties. Sometimes you walk in and think: middle age, 
people talking about wine. There's a man from the 
World Bank in the Philippines talking about the 
election. Marcos is buying the votes, he says. 
The barangays are empty at nights, black hills in the 
warm wind; but hundreds of people are registered to 
vote there. Some vote twice, others from beyond the 
grave. The Americana fleet heads for Subic Bay. Is it 
true, somewhere in the bowels of the nuclear 
submarine there's a man chained to the control panel, 
waiting for the signal? The Russians will blow up the 
world. Unless he gets to the button first. 
You notice certain things, then they pass. The way 
everyone wears more expensive clothes in the city, and 
/ � .. 
, , -
'
;
'
/ 
We hunt in packs at the weekend. 
This is the relentless pursuit of the 
good time. From the Vietnamese 
restaurant to the Graphic Arts Club, 
on to Kinselas. Parties. Sometimes 
you walk in and think: middle age 
people talking about wine. 
moves a lot faster. It's possible to be caught in 
skirmishes in George Street, between the Contras and 
the guerillas, bumping one another, competing for 
space, for the appearance of being the fastest, busiest, 
most harassed. You notice the superficial opulence, 
marble tiles on facades, green plants constantly 
replaced by flying squads of plant mechanics. The 
derros are still there. The buildings come down 
quickly. You notice the tension in the neck and 
shoulders of women on buses, in their carefully 
chosen, carefully ironed clothes. 
You notice how the new boy assumes the women will 
do things for him. We're hardboiled by now, laugh at 
anything, but we do too much for people. "Can I help 
NIGHTS 
IN THE 
PHILIPPINES 
you?" is our line. Along with the tension in the neck 
and shoulders, the quick glance, the sense of humour. 
We have reached a guarded consensus. The new boy 
goes around, trying it on. You give as good as you get, 
others go on to slow simmer. You can't stand these 
tired old feminist cliches ... you don't mean it's still 
happening? .. .look, girls, over here! 
The envelope arrives on the desk every week with clean money. Well, relatively. The same stuff that buys votes. It goes into the banks, one after another; then at the weekends the 
tide turns and it comes out of the automatic tellers. It -
doesn't mount up, You're not impressed. You spend so 
much time working or sleeping, with a few hours in­
between, either servicing the moving parts of the 
personal conveyor belt, or pursuing, at the edge of 
exhaustion, an overstressed personal life and a good 
time. But it doesn't have the spectacular rewards you 
expect. It's just that sort of time. Mediocre. I mean, 
look at the government. 
You explore the possibilities. Working hard. Ringing 
friends. Swimming in the mornings. Eating very late. 
Drugs. Visitors. Alcohol. Lying on the sofa for two 
days at the weekend, staring into space. The harmony 
is out on the edges; if you clear the space it flows back 
in like water. You try being relentlessly positive but it 
creates a mental block. You try whingeing; it's a bore. 
Friday night you come home in the light, you sit down 
with the drink, the dope, the mind in neutral. -Listening 
to the radio. The Filipinos vote on Saturday. Well, 
some of them. This is the real world. Is it? The closer 
you get to real change, doing the things you know need 
to be done, the more you're vulnerable. 
You're not listening properly. You're out of it. 
Cooking, bringing in washing off the line. Some 
version of real life goes on. You hear AI McCoy's 
American voice talking about a group in the army that 
may refuse to fire on the crowd if Marcos gives the · 
order. Does this mean a military coup? The interviewer 
asks in a serious, intelligent voice. You're feeding the 
cat, you can't hear. You tune in again, another 
American voice, an authoritative, legislative voice, 
intoning a statement of policy: "The US will consider 
an expanded program of aid if, in the forthcoming 
elections, the Filipinos achieve a more democratic 
government. .. " etc. 
A few switches fall into place. You can tum off the 
microphones, boys. It's too late. You can't support the 
old boy for years, then bleat about democracy. You 
knew all along about the deserted villages, the people 
who disappeared, the money. 
Monday. Back to the office. Over there, the votes are 
being counted, boxes appear and disappear like magic. 
The elctoral staff walk out. There are people in the 
streets. In the office, the phones ring all day, there are 
people kneedeep at the counters. At the end of the 
week - when everyone is overworked to the point of 
collapse, exhaustion, inefficiency and disorder, when 
two people have resigned and three cracked up and all 
of the rest had arguments with each other or innocent 
bystanders - relief staff will arrive. The commandos 
will take away the wilting indoor plants and replace 
them with new ones from the factory. Someone will 
count the money and bleat about doing a good job. 
Pictures of Manila: the old boy at a press conference in 
the palace with tame generals and rent-a-grandchild, 
the women in the street, the crowd waving 
toothbrushes, the soldiers who look too young. What is 
the story? It's what we hear and understand, as well as 
the confusion and corruption of being lied to. Marcos 
will leave at night in a private plane. Power will move 
sideways like a spider to the middle ground. Ah, 
democracy {applause). And us? Thank god, we're not 
stupid. 
-
Power continues to shift, the Americans move their 
bases to Australia. 13 bases in mainland Australia, two­
on the south coast of New South Wales. We get jobs. 
The money, the airconditioned buses, the bottles of 
Tequila in the filing cabinet. The sprinklers on green · 
lawns all summer. The leaks ..... -
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Where's the style in having some stranger cut your eyeballs out and dumping 
them in a bottle? Cremation? We've all seen fires before, only this one smells like 
Pinkenba, and who cares if you get sprinkled from an aeroplane? You just get 
mixed in with the burnt.Av-Gas and stain people's washing; big deal! 
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STUFFED & MOUNTED 
The Romance of the Bone 
s head of the conglomerate 
known loosely as Johnny La 
Rue Enterprises, I've come 
across a lot of death. As as­
tute scanners of the Cane 
Toad Times, you would be 
more than well aware that Corporate 
Struggles can leave an ugly stain on Per­
sian, sorry, Iranian carpets, not to men­
tion your Claude Laroche Yves St.Bidet 
underpants; and one thing I've learnt for 
sure, for sure, is that Death stinks! Wit­
ness the piquant aroma of the recently­
dead animal, be it human or bestial, that's 
been on the ground for a few days in the 
systematically hot Orztralian Sun and has 
bloated up to a size not insignificantly 
comparable to the Goodyear blimp; under 
no circumstances approach these objects 
upwind and even then no closer than 3 
metres. Remember- one pop and you'll be 
covered in stinking guts! 
Of course, one is never this callow in front of the 
children, but it was as a child that I was first pointed at 
the real spectre of death, that is apart from observing 
the dark streams of blood and facial features oozing 
from beneath the helmets of motor-bike riders as they 
were being prised from the remains of their quite fre­
quent collisions with heavier-than-air road vehicles and 
trees. 
So there I was, and now you are too,walking past the 
corner of the corner shop, something I'd done millions, 
well at least thousands of times before with my greatest 
setback being that they were all out of milkbottles, 
when suddenly a large dead human being was blocking 
my way. I could tell he was dead because nobody was 
doing anything. Being a student of the TV age, 
television's version of death was already well known. 
What seemed an entire army of people either stood 
back, gave them some air, called the police­
ambulance-firebrigade-mother-father-sister-church­
secret police-professorvanhelsing-maverick-rodserling­
captainkirk, jumped on their chest, prodded them with 
instruments, listened real hard and looked anguished 
enough for at least three episodes written around 
cutaways. 
But it was an oppressively hot afternoon in a suburban 
brick and bitumen situation. None of the assembled 
multitudes seemed frenzied, or were even standing 
back. He was dead, and that was that: not like TV at all. 
And so he waited with ultimate patience for the under­
taker's panel van that would disappear into the heat 
haze of browned suburbia. Apparently one's colour 
tends to fade appreciably anyway. 
It was at this point I decided to avoid being dead as 
much as posslble for fear it would inhibit my education. 
On the other hand, suicide is trendy, with quite a num­
ber of musically inclined people biting the dust, sorry, 
freebasing the dust, choking the chuck, hanging around 
or being poisoned by rabid bats, and it's also quite 
popular with certain Middle Eastern liberation fronts (of 
course you always remember the blast, but never the 
name). So, unless you're already rich/famous enough 
to afford your publicity agent's fees, dying will certainly 
be, for you, a stunningly lacklustre event: all those 
bodily fluids evacuating themselves-poo-eee! and luck­
ily you won't be hearing the ambulance attendants 
saying things like "Orr strewth, not another bloody shit­
covered stiff!" 
A lot of very well meaning people attach some signifi­
cance tc the way in which their remains are disposed 
of; ritualistic dismemberment, bloodletting and distribu­
tion, an organ donation: but where's the style in having 
some stranger cut your eyeballs out and dumping them 
in a bottle? Cremation? We've all seen fires before, 
only this one smells like Pinkenba, and who cares if 
you get sprinkled from an aeroplane? You just get 
mixed in with the burnt Av-Gas and stain people's 
washing; big deal! 
What you need is a lot more stuffing and mounting. 
This Egyptian way of apres-mort style would leave a 
real and lasting legacy. Given the wonders of modern 
plastics technology, there you are again, mounted on 
your favourite stool at the local pub where you contrac­
ted cirrohsis, stuck to the light pole where you skidded 
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out of control, or incorporated into the landscaping of 
the building from which you plummeted to your death, a 
constant reminder to the living that when you're dead, 
you're dead, and at the same time as if to say,"Look at 
me, I did it!" 
To have real style in death, the event must be 
a) public, 
b) extraordinary, 
c) gross. 
A case in point: Death in the Outback is as common as 
non-existant gambling casinos in Brisbane's Fortitude 
Valley area, and almost as widespread, because 
somewhere, all the time, somebody is killing someone 
or some thing. Quite often it's a vicious kangaroo, and 
on this particular journey via Mt. lsa and beyond, dead 
roos by roadside had become a regular every one km. 
event, such that the sight of Jayne Mansfield style roes 
did little more than raise an eyebrow till guidepost 
no.34697264 held for public display the kangaroo that 
had obviously transgressed some unwritten law; for 
where your normal roo carcass lies on it's side, paws 
extended with a few crows going in via the eyes and 
arsehole areas, this animal had been picked up,its 
forelegs tied together around its head, its backlegs tied 
around its stomach, and its entire body impaled upright 
on no.34697264 and it pointed beaconlike to the 
wideopen heavens and the cultural void of the inland. 
Stylish? You bet! Sick? You bet!. 
Other sick but stylish suggestions would include; 
taxidermied popstars with coinslots and internal juke 
box systems (I reckon Sid Vicious would come up a 
treat; looking more alive in death than in life). Old Par­
liament House could be chock full of dead politicians 
with internal hydraulics to simulate life in a Dreamworld 
type situation to be called "Death World", where parlia­
ment could sit forever with re-ena�tments of important 
political events. This could be incorporated into "Busi­
ness World" where whole enclaves of dead bankers, 
lawyers and corporate heads could incessantly stab 
each other in the back for a fistful! of dollars (five shots 
for a dollar at Howard Hug he's mainly plywood body). 
Of course you don't have to have every dead person on 
show, it's far more convenient to have them disposed 
of by the more routine methods. Perhaps some kind of 
"Stuffed Lotto" could be inaugurated. And for the 
routine methods, various programmes could be in­
stituted to put a little more style into their arrangements. 
Musical groups would be funded by the Arts Council to 
perform at cemeteries and unemployed panel-van 
muralists would airbrush all the grave sites with futuris­
tic patterns. 
And those funeral cars are like dullsville! Let's get some 
horsepower into those tubs and have drag races from 
church to burial site; whole hordes of snarliing limos, 
covered in sponsorship decals and advertising from the 
competing funeral homes and death industry suppliers 
would have the big TV networks in apoplexy with the 
ratings! 
As for the do-gooders and such like, no problem. Each 
death would be handled stylishly, on an individual 
basis. e.g. 
• Environmentalists could be stuffed and then mounted 
on various logs, rocks or features of the environment 
that they cared for: 
• Save the Seal campaigners could be bludgeoned 
and skinned at their funerals by a team of robotized, 
dead, seal-hunters. 
Some people say "Let sleeping dogs lie", but Johnny La 
Rue says "Bring back the dead, for a while anyway!". 
JOHNNY LA RUE 
_, 
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You are driving home from 
the Sunday session at the 
pub, being careful not to at­
tract the attention of traffic 
police. Your senses are at 
peak awareness. In true 
defensive driving mode you 
scan the road ahead. About 
a kilometre away is a white 
Gemini sedan emerging from 
a driveway on your left. 
No problem. If they pull out now, they'll 
be up to 60k before you get even 
remotely close to them. But the Gemini 
doesn't move. Maybe the occupants 
are consulting a street directory? Per­
haps a mechanical fault? You proceed 
without further deliberation. 
Holy Fuck!!! With about 10 metres to 
go the white Gemini leaps out in front 
of you and literally crawls down the 
road at a sub-pedestrian 5 kph. You 
can't pass because of oncoming traffic 
so you lay down a set of black rubber 
snakes on the road at the expense of 
1 O,OOOkm. of tyre wear. The Gemini 
travels 50 metres and inexplicably 
stops in the middle of the road. You 
curse, and their right hand indicator 
comes on. Finally the vehicle disap­
pears to wreak havoc on another sub­
urb. 
Why did the occupants wait all that 
time to drive onto the road? Only to 
turn off seconds later? "Aha!" you con­
jecture, "They've just come from . a 
bowls club." 
Does this sound familiar? 
By laying the cause of such vehicular 
ineptitude at Bowls players, you are 
missing one fundamental fact: some­
thing so obvious it escapes notice, 
something so revealing you fail to 
notice at your peril. They were all 
wearing hats!!! 
Hats are primarily designed to keep 
the elements off the human pate. 
However, most cars are equipped with 
a far more effective device for achiev­
ing said effect...a roof. The kind of 
moron who wears a hat whilst inside a 
car and thus protected, is patently in­
capable of dealing with such simple 
concepts as road regulations or the 
hand-eye co-ordination required to 
control several tonnes of motor vehicle 
moving at even a moderate speed. 
Since the State Government, (under 
severe pressure from the Akubra lob­
by) refuses to make the wearing of 
hats whilst in command of a motor 
vehicle a criminal offence, the Cane 
Toad Times, in the interests of Road 
Safety, would like to draw the attention 
of all civic-minded citizens to the num­
ber one killer on Australian Roads: the 
Hat Driver. 
HAT DRIVERS 
How to recognize them 
and how to avoid them. 
There are many different types of hat 
drivers. Learn to recognize a few and 
you'll soon get the hang of it. A few 
minutes spent memorizing this lot may 
save the life of your loved ones or 
yourself. 
• Men wearing towelling hats and 
driving late model Ford Station 
Wagons. These are usually 
accompanied by several small 
children and a dog. Despite a 
reassuring aura of middle-class 
security, they are a real menace. Try 
to avoid the roads on weekends. 
• Women wearing large floral milinary 
creations and driving Honda Civics. 
Not only are they completely. unable . 
to see via the rear-vision mirror but 
they are liable to be attacked by 
insects with disastrous results. 
Usually rostered for Tuck-shop duty 
. on Mondays. 
• Young dudes wearing cowboy hats 
and driving F1 00 pick-up trucks. 
These will be travelling • 
approximately 160 kph and making 
''whoopee" noises. You are in 
Biloela, go home. 
• Bowls hats. Most street directories 
list Bowls Clubs. Memorize all 
locations. 
• Nuns in yellow Commodores. The 
Catholic Church has a penchant for 
providing many of its more dextrally 
limited flock with lethal weapons, 
courtesy of G.M.H. He works in 
mysterious ways .... 
• Farmers in Joh hats and driving 
poxy old utes. These are especially 
prevalent in Toowoomba, or indeed 
any country town. Beware if the ute 
is empty. It means the farmer has 
either (a) no products to sell or (b) 
no money to buy new farm 
equipment to put in the back. Either 
way their mind is on the Rural 
Recession. 
These are but the tip of the iceberg. 
Please be care�ul ana alert, there are 
many traps for the unwary. There are 
all kinds of Hat Drivers, some are most 
likely to be found where you least ex­
pect them. Some have their already 
limited driving ability further impaired 
by inappropriate footware. 
Keep your eyes and pate peeled. The 
price of survival is eternal vigilance 
DAVID PYLE 
ANNE.lONES 
NEXT ISSUE:- The white 
Torque�Fiite Valiant: A 
death trap? 
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A MEDICAL OPINION 
Why do hats cause such 
needless carnage? 
• Hats restrict blood circulation in 
the head. 
• Hats impede vision. 
• 
Hat drivers think more about , 
their hats than the job at hand.· 
• Only fuckwits wear hats in the . 
car anyway. 
• Hats in cars pick up R. F. . 
radiation which slowly cooks the 
brain of the wearer in a similar 
fashion to the microwave oven. 
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Hats ·Alcohol Youth 
PROBABLE CAUSES OF 
Excessive Hard to 
Speed Negotiate 
Corners 
DEATH ON AUSTRALIAN ROADS. �21 
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In another freak accident at the 
New South Wales Art Gallery, 
twelve poets were crushed to 
death when a section of a crane 
was hurled from Garden Island 
through the roof of the smoking 
area. They had been reading 
poems to each other at the start 
of the 1986 Real Estate Week 
celebrations. There were no other 
casualties as members of the 
public do not frequent the area. 
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The list of those killed reads like a 
checklist of grants from the Literature 
Board. They were: 
PROFESSOR ROBERT GRAY, 99, of 
Paddington, author of Other 
People's Ideas: Twenty Year's 
Work and another haiku in prepara­
tion at the time of his death; 
PROFESSOR ROBERT ADAMSOM, 
83, of Kings Cross, American 
emigre and five-times married 
author of the hoax magazine New 
Poetry (1956-7); 
PROFESSOR LESLIE ANATOL Y 
MURRAY ("Laissez Murray"), 74, of 
North Sydney, Scottish emigre and 
best-selling author of Poems for 
Schools (1930); 
PROFESSOR GEOFFREY PAGE, 72, 
schoolteacher, of Canberra, and 
author of the pamphlette Death in 
the Classroom (1950) and another 
volume; 
PROFESSOR RODNEY HALL, 93, an­
tiquarian, of Dapto, whose poem 
My Death and another were collec­
ted in the U.S. Book of Australian 
Verse as part of the Real Estate 
Week cel_ebrations; 
PROFESSOR MARK O'CONNOR, 
author of the books My Walks 
(1923) and Travelling Around 
(1926). Professor O'Connor was an 
honorary Danish citizen, as a result 
of his services to that country's Arts 
Council; 
PROFESSOR THOMAS AQUINAS 
SHAPCOTI, 88, of Brisbane, editor 
of the U.S. Book of Australian Ver­
se, a volume of tributes to American 
poets by Australian writers of the 
nineteenth century; 
PROFESSOR GWENDOLYN . HAR­
WOOD, 87, music teacher, of Chud­
leigh, Tasmania, whose collected 
verse, Feint Lions and My Washing 
were launched at the poetry read­
ing. "Tasmanians will have cause to 
regret the loss of their poet," 
remarked the Publicity Officer for 
Literature Board after the accident, 
"Her poems about doing the ironing 
ironing endeared her to many 
lovers of the crafts and hobbies 
movement in Tasmania."; 
PROFESSOR ALEC DERWENT 
HOPE, 32, of Canberra, author of 
Australian Poetry (1958). and other 
works; 
POETS DIE 
PROFESSOR JOHN ELMER TRAN­
TER, 68 of Annandale, chiefly 
remembered in literary groups for 
his major work, Free Grass, 
published in 1951; 
PROFESSOR JENNIFER MAIDEN, 
95, author of Life Before Death, A 
Penrith Posy, and other poems; 
PROFESSOR ALAN GOULD, 87, of 
Canberra, author of Forget Me and 
other works for magazines. A post­
mortem revealed that the writer had 
died before the crane struck at the 
reading. 
The Chairperson of the Literature 
Board, Professor Pascoe, announced 
that the freak accident was the sort of 
thing the Literature Board was specifi­
cally attempting to avoid by placing 
poets in Art Galleries. 
"We haven't had this sort of ex­
perience for some time," reported 
Professor Pascoe. "At least, not since 
the earthquake which removed 
Professors White, Kenneally and 
Ireland a month ago at the same loca­
tion." 
Professor Pascoe said that the Litera­
ture Board was investigating the pos­
sibility of holding poetry readings at the 
Australian Museum, where the poets 
could be housed in glass cases. 
The Visual Arts Board is again expec­
ted to cover the cracks in the Gallery's 
fac;ade with additional funds. The Char­
lady of the Visual Arts Board has in­
dicated that a setback in the date of 
patchwork is expected as a result of 
the incompleted work in the main ex­
hibition area. Part of the Gallery col­
lapsed in June fatally injuring Profes­
sor Brett Whiteley, while his retrospec­
tiv.e exhibition was being hung. 
Submissions have been called for ten­
ders to fill the vacant poets positions 
with the Literature Board of the 
Australia Council. The Board an­
noUilced that it is eager to continue its 
work. 
The Visual Arts Board has advised that 
it has closed applications for the 
positions of State Treasure and State 
Little Treasures, made available as a 
·result of last month's freak earthquake. 
It will take sometime before an official 
decision is made, according to a 
Project Officer with the V.A.B. The 
Charlady of the V.A.B. is believed to 
have tentatively contacted a list of the 
deceased's relatives for appointments. 
A State Funeral, with recordings of the 
victims' poetry, will be conducted at St. 
Andrews Cathedral by Cardinal Beaver 
and Monsignor Buckley at 1 Oam on 
Saturday. After the service, the works 
will be cremated at the North Sydney 
Cemetery. 
MICHAEL SHARKEY 
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Hello, I'm Slobbering Leech and this is 
Lifestyles of the 
Kitch and Fatuous 
Yes, the hour where we show you that 
there are worthwhile people in this best 
of all. possible worlds, but that you are 
not one of them. 
Does your total lack of status, privilege and power 
make you feel stupid and unworthy? Good, you've 
got the right idea! But now- thanks to the marvels of 
modern capitalism - we can go into the homes and 
heads of the movers and shakers of the world and 
show you that It Is possible to have fun and enjoy 
yourself. 
We want you to feel that you could be one of them 
and we know you're stupid enough to fall for it. Join 
us now in adoration and mindless sycophancy as we 
take you to visit the Kitch and Fatuous. The people 
who have lives worth living. 
Tonight, we are going to talk to a star the likes of 
which you will never ever be. It might look easy to 
shoot a couple of films a year and lounge around in 
the company of other stars for the rest of the time 
but we are going to tell you that it isn't. 
This fatuous-type person has made it to the top. 
Why, you ask? Because they displayed that little ex­
tra, that certain "je ne c'est quoi". We call it "star 
quality", others call it "a pushy agent and laying for 
the right people". Whatever it Is, this person has it. 
Leech: What first made you think that you had what. it 
· takes to make it to the top of your industry? 
Fatuous-type person: I think it was when I got the last of 
my nose-jobs, laid for seventy-or-so producers assistants 
and stopped worrying about selling out. 
Leech: How hard do you have to work to stay at the top? 
FTP: People seem to think that acting is easy and 
doesn't take much work. But, I work hard every day. 
Being healthy is a real struggle and I need a lot of time to 
laze around thinking happy thoughts and avoiding any of 
the nasty sides of life. If I get depressed, I eat and get 
fat. So I have to block out all of the problems in society 
and the tedium of other people's lives. This is why I need 
private planes and sixty servants and things like that. It 
isn't easy not to care, you know. You have to spend a lot 
of money. But I'm doing it for my fans: How could they 
cope with their shallow meaningless lives if I wasn't here 
to make them feel that someone in the world is wonderful 
witty and articulate. 
Leech: So how would yoy describe yourself? 
FTP: As a regular person. I'm just like everybody else, 
except that I'm richer, better looking, more popular, have 
dozens of people to gratify my ego, rarely ever actually 
meet any truly ordinary people (but I've seen the pic-
tures), go on vacation ten times more than the average, 
and waste my money on expensive presents for my fami­
ly. Yeah, I'd say that I'm just like the people who watch 
this show, but nicer. 
L: What would you say to people who want to become 
like you? 
FTP: That they'd better not try. There's only room for one 
at the top and I'm there. So they better think twice before 
they try to get my job. I haven't used my friends, 
alienated my family and sold my children so that some 
fool can take what I have away from me. The poor are 
there because they deserve it, because God wants it that 
way. 
L: What are your ambitions? 
FTP: I'd like to be President. 
And now, we talk to a kitch-type person. Someone 
who has made it to the top of the financial heap. 
Someone who makes you look positively Ethiopian 
in the consumer stakes. 
Yes folks, this person is Conspicuous Consumption 
with a capital $. This is a person who has made 
greed and selfishness their art form. But, like all 
products of American mass media, their image is 
one of a simple sort who made their way to the top 
with a combination of rat-cunning, hard-graft, and a 
few big mates. 
Leech: How did you get your start? 
Kitch-type-person: Well, I got my first break when my 
father died and left me a small fortune which I invested in 
asbestos and diamond mines in South Africa. Then 1 
moved into real estate. I bought a Latin American 
country and sold it off to the U.S. government for a nice 
profit. Then I got into prostitution, drugs and pornography 
and haven't looked back since. 
L: So you would say that you made it up from the bot­
tom? 
KTP: Of course. I stand here today as an example of the 
reality of the American dream. The dream that says: 
"Anyone can make it to the top." The dream that says 
that this is the land of the free (well, that it belongs to the 
free). The dream that says that little people can be big 
people (provided they have big daddies). The dream that 
hides some of the worst inequality, exploitation and 
degradation in the world. 
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Where would we be if we didn't have these dreams. In the middle 
of a bloody horrible reality, where only a few of us can really have 
freedom and dignity. I'm not an elitist. I think that everybody 
· 
should have this dream. 
Where would we be if we didn't have these dreams. In 
the -middle of a bloody horrible reality, where only a few 
of us can really have freedom and dignity. I'm not an 
elitist. I think that everybody should have tliis dream. 
L: Would you say that wealth has corrupted you? 
KPT: Of course not! I was nasty, petty, ruthless, 
manipulative, selfish, aggressive, egotistical, vicious, 
cynical, underhanded, insensttive and mean before I in­
herited anything. 
L: What makes you different from everyone else? 
KTP: I'm rich. 
L: Anything else? 
KTP: No. Deep down (in parts I don't even know about) 
I'm a regular person, and I hate myself for it. 
( 
We move now to one of the· fabulous resorts which 
are the playground of the Kitch and Fatuous. Tonight 
we visit beautiful Sun Soaked Beach. Where the 
music goes on all night and the servants await your 
every demand. Where you can rub coconut oiled 
shoulders with a whole bunch of other poseurs, 
procurers, pedants and paedophiles. Or wander the 
little shopping arcades that run right along the 
beach waving incredible amounts of local currency 
at the little coloured people who grovel and whine 
for your every tourist dollar. 
So If you have had enough of the multi-million dollar 
· deals, the endless negotiations with strike-breakers, 
the general wear and tear of everyday exploitation; if 
your environment is horribly polluted by the fac­
tories you built; if your locality is a wasteland of ad­
vertisements, cars, bums, drunks, poor people and 
children then Sun Soaked Beach Is the place for you. 
No riff-raff are allowed at Sun Soaked Beach. This Is 
one tropical paradise that is not going to be ruined 
by horrible "economy" tourists. No longer need the 
kitch and fatuous be plagued by the no-bodies who 
can't afford to Jooklsmelllfeellspend/eat/llve/fornicate 
as well as their betters. 
If you want peace, relaxation and style this is the 
place where all of these, and more, can be bought. 
And here's one of Sun Soaked Beach's more daz­
zling personalities, It's Sun Soaked Beach Lover. 
· L: Hi Sun Soaked Beach lover. 
SSBL: Do I know you? 
L: Of course, I'm Grovelling Leech. 
SSBL: Oh. I didn't realise that you were so ordinary! 
L: But I'm not! Look I've got money? 
SSBL: Mere money isn't enough here! The only good 
money is old. money. You think that you can just buy 
breeding, style, elegance and sophistication. Well you 
can't. You have to be born into generations of rich and 
beautiful people before you can consider yourself to be 
truly above the scum that inhabit this god-forsaken 
planet. Maybe one day we will let you meet one of the 
truly kitch and fatuous and not the nasty sort you have 
on your show. Then you will be able to see the difference 
· between real superiority and that plastic wealth you 
flaunt all over your television program. 
L: Do you come here often? 
SSBL: Depends on how good they are. 
L: How do you spend your time? 
SSBL: Oh mostly I just lie around on the beach display­
ing my body and daring anyone who thinks they are as 
beautiful as me to talk to me. But if I get really bored I go 
out and hunt some local fauna. 
L: Do they have good game here? 
SSBL: Not really. They, poor bastards are so under­
nourished they don't give you much of a chase. But they 
do blend into the surroundings, so every now and then 
they provide a bit of a challenge. 
L: How many times a year do you come here? 
SSBL: That depends on whether this place is in or not. If 
it is in, I come here fourteen times a year. If it isn't I come 
here thirteen times a year. 
L: Why do you come to Sun Soaked Beach? 
SSBL: Because I own a villa here. Because I don't like 
people who don't have a-lot of money. Because I hate 
living near people who don't have a lot of money. And 
because my accountant tells me to. 
L:Tax? 
SSBL: No, the cocaine is easier to get for a good price. 
L: Well, we will see you when next we visit Sun Soaked 
Beach. 
SSBL: Who are you again? 
Well, that brings us to the close of another episode. 
And remember, without little people like you there 
wouldn't be big people like them. So stay poor and 
ugly. Someone has to do it. 
This is Grovelling Leech and this has been Life 
Styles of the Kitch and Fatuous. 
IAN COOK 
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"It was a queer, sultry summer, the summer 
they electrocuted the Rosenbergs, and I 
didn't know what I was doing in New York." 
Now that is a great opening sentence. Sylvia 
Plath used it in the Bell Jar. I was domg a 
study of opening paragraphs once, and of the 
30 novels I looked at, that's the only line I 
can remember. 
The study, as are all studies undertaken by fi�ty un­
dergraduates, was aimed at discrediting the past 30 
years of research in the field and presenting a brilliant 
"new" idea. The first 100 words of 15 popular and 15 
literary novels were given to co-operative subjects to 
read. (They were in fact people I worked with looking 
for diversion.) They were then asked to score them for 
interest and readability. This study was useful to me 
for three reasons - (four, if you count assessment). 
I learnt that one particular person who claims she can 
read anything wasn't kidding· because she alone rated 
Finnigan's Wake as easy to read. I learnt that a great 
number of people subscribe to the belief that a big 
book is a. good book (preferably in excess of 700 
pages) and I was also able to verify a personal 
suspicion about my boss. Ever since he had told me 
that "Porky's" was the best film he had ever seen, I 
wondered ... Now that the book he said was definitely 
the besl , based on its opening paragraph, turned out to 
be written by Barbara Cartland, I knew! I realised then 
that never again would I be upset by this man's 
criticism of my work. This man was a jerk! The study 
was significant! 
Probably the reason that Sylvia's sentence comes to 
mind now is because like some/most/all of us, the 
Cane Toad is presently concerned with death and style 
and in writing this piece I wished that my opening sen­
tence could be as good. But it's not. It goes more like 
this -
It was an unmemorably muggy day, the day 
they interviewed me, and I didn't know if I 
wanted the job anymore. 
We're going back in time now, readers. Note 
my glazed eyes as the scene dissolves. See 
how I have less grey at my temples. Note the 
subscript "Here, not long ago .. " 
Settle back, for this tale of degradation and abuse is 
about to unfold. Some scenes are ugly. Some scenes 
have such pathos that they are truly pathetic. There are 
no scenes of courage or valour - only scenes of hope­
less ineptitude and pitiless humilation. But the story 
must be told! (My therapist says so .. ) · 
My last interview I thought I looked pretty sharp. I was 
still in my Miami Vice phase. I don't mean the linen 
suits, sawn off T-shirts and crocodile accessories -
more the 50's New Yorker in Florida, "flamingo look. 
Cream cuffed trousers, silk weave flapping at my 
ankles; cotton shirt with a muted but hectic motif, 
worn soft and loose. The whole thing crisp, clean and 
confident. I was even sporting my ne� wonder shoes. 
Pale pink, pointed and patent pumps with leather bows 
that make them unashamedly, egotistically cute! This 
girl looked good. A coral necklace to complete the 
outfit and I was ready. Admittedly I looked more ready 
for a saunter along the Keys at dusk than for a job in­
terview but I didn't want to appear too eager or too like 
a gumby. 
The Interviewing Panel did not seem to appreciate my 
stylistic effort. They seemed strangely unaware of my 
"look" and the consideration that had gone into its 
preparation. Could it be that they were not impressed? 
This was not good. I had hoped that they would award 
the job to me outright, for STYLE. But no .. The 
questions began. It was like playing blackjack against 
three bankers. I had to come up with a hand that would 
top all three. Let me explain my strategy. 
Sometimes when I drink too much I black out. That is, 
my conscious self goes to sleep and some other part 
takes over. This used to concern me until I realised that 
whatever part took over was in fact more articulate. 
Only the very closest of friends can tell when I've 
blacked out. They tell me I speak a little faster, a little 
funnier and a little less slurred. The next day after I've 
gratefully discovered my wallet, my car keys and me at 
home, I try to recall parts of the previous evening. 
Everything is clear up to the point when I enter the 
tunnel - then nothing till morning. From storie� 
recounted at party autopsies, there doesn't seem to be 
any major personality change and what I've said I 
would say anyway (or at least think it...) I have learned 
to trust that other more articulate part of me and that is 
why I turned to it now in the interview. I would start a 
sentence and hope to hell it would be there to finish it. 
Sometimes it worked. Most of the time the sentences 
lay there, exposed, like some cruel grammarian had 
amputated their predicates.' It was ugly. Verbs strayed, 
looking desperately for adverbs to clothe them or 
nouns to act on. Some sentences atrophied altogether 
(leaving me without a leg to stand on). English was no 
longer my first language. 
My tongue resented my mouth for no longer producing 
the saliva that would keep it lucid, and retaliated by 
betraying me with my old enemy, speech. My hands 
which had lain docilely in my lap presenting calm non­
verbals no longer wished to be part of the performance. 
Off they flapped, circling in the air, pulling•at my ear 
and then darting tangentially towards one of the panel. 
. The Chair was mesmerised by their activity and this 
only exacerbated the situation. Now I was watching 
my hands. and nqt listening to what I was saying either! 
Of course if the panel could not interpret the correct 
non-verbals from my hands, the rash that was threaten-
. ing to blotch out my entire existance would have given 
them the clue. Here was a person no longer in control 
of her mind or her body. 
I ( I I' / 
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I attempted flippant replies but the panel would ask me 
to elaborate. Not enough for them to acknowledge that 
my answer was just a tension-letting throw away one 
liner. No! They would ask me to continue, daring me 
to justify such a ludicrous reply. I had swum out past 
my depth and these sharks were toying with me, cir­
cling before the kill. Being clever(?!) and trite was not 
the right approach. I tried being Earnest, but was com­
ing across as Zelda. Sincerity has a way of gagging in 
my throat and sounding klutzy. My "earnest" was as 
unconvincing as my "flippant". I wished desperately 
that I could call forth a friend to say wonderful things 
about me, but I doubt the panel thought a cretin like 
me would even have a friend. 
You know those Chinese restaurants where they give 
you a hot wash-cloth in plastic after your meal if 
you've had seafood in the shell. Fresh, efficient wash­
cloth. And you know how after you've got the black 
bean from under your nails, and wiped your hands lind 
wiped your face from ear to ear, and put the doth on 
the table with the other discarded remains of your 
meal, you wish that someone would come and clear the 
table because everything now seems unsightly and a 
nuisance. Well I was just like that used up, useless 
flannel and just as eager for the waiter to arrive. GET 
ME OUT OF HERE!! 
I think to objectively sum up the positive and 
favourable aspects of the interview I would have to say 
that while I was being humilated and demoralised in 
my natty Florida threads, at least the sweat wasn't 
showing through. That is not a lot to say ... 
For those readers who enjoy a happy ending and were 
wondering if I got the job or not, well ... yes, I did. (It's 
my story and I can end it anyway I like! My therapist 
says so .. ) 
ASHLEIGH MERRITT �25 
AT LEAST 30 ARMED 
COPPERS OUT THERE -AND 
I'VE ONLY GOT A DOZEN 
BULLETS! I'LL HAVE TO 
MAK£ EV£RV PL CJG 
COCJNT! 
WAIT! DON'T 
PLUG HIM! 
����:.:.t IHERE'S SOME 
@:#f*Q 1\!g� 
IT .. 'E�'!i�S! 
---WHAT?MICKEY 
MOUSE EARS? WE'LL 
BE THE LAUGHING STOCK! 
PLEASE GOD! I HOPE 
rT's ME THAT GETS TO PLVG .. 
kiLLER GR£EL Y.' 
THIS AINT NVTHIH' HEW! 
ALL MY LIFE THE ODDS HAVE 
BEEN STACKED AGAINST M£- \r:==�===l 
DAMN ®R�-*�rT! 
NOW HE'LL HAVE TO 
LIVE TO STAND TRIAL 
WHO AUTHORISED A 
. LAST RE�UEST? 
r'vE ALREADY TOLD THE 
PRESS THAT I WILL PERSON­
ALLY WITNESS THIS TRI 
OF LAW AND 
I 
BY THIRTY TO ONE.' 
TOO GREAT AND THE 
POLICE CLOSE IN • . • •  
THE PR0-11£R GAVE 
ORDERS FOR HIM NOT 
TO 8£ TAKEN ALIVE! 
MUCH wE ABIPE BY THE 
LAW.' WE'LL WEAR. 
THE EAAS! 
.. , 
t'VE PEASONALLY WITNESSED 
EVERY EXECUTION IN /HIS 
STATE! 
HOW CAN I FACE 
MY FRIENDS 
BACK ON 
( ! 
DEATH 
ROW? 
�0 
o· 
Q __ , 
ONE BY ONE THE MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNMENT FILE INTO THE 
EXECUTION CHAMBER, FORCED BY AN OVERLOOKED AND ARCHAIC 
LAW TO OBEY THE L.AST REQUEST Of: HILLE.R GAEELY . • . .  
ANY RESEMBLANcE 8£TWEEN THE CHARAcTE.RS DEPICTED IN THIS STRIP 
AND MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL PARTY REGIME -WHETHER LIVING 
OR DI:AD- IS ENTIRELY COINCIDENTAL AND VNINTENTIONAL . - ED. 
BUT SOMETHING GOES TERRIBLY 
WRONG AS A.GAI/11 A.ND AGAIN THE 
EXECUTIONEP. THROWS THE SWJTCH-
8t/T AGAIN AND AGAIN IT �AILS! 
EVEN IN DEATH ... 
I'M A 
Hunter, 
Get Your Gun. 
As a service to those many 
hunters out there, here's a 
short yet comprehensive 
game law guide to your 
favourite animals and how, 
when, and where vou can 
kill them. 
DEER. 
Hog Deer - Open season: From April 
1st to April 30th each year. Bag Limit: 
Two per person. If deer are breeding 
at time of kill two deer shot together 
count as one kill. Warning: Drowning 
and machine gunning of Hog Deer is 
Prohibited ... 
Red Deer - Open season: From June . 
1st to June 30th. Bag Limit: No bag 
limit. All deer must be standing on own 
feet before taken. They must not be 
propped up against nearest tree. 
Sambar Deer - Open season: For 
whole of year. Bag Limit: No bag limit. 
If you can find any left. Use of Dogs: 
The use of dogs to hunt Hog and Red 
Deer is prohibited. Use of dogs to hunt 
Sambar Deer is prohibited, except in 
that part of Victoria bounded on the 
south by the Princes Highway and on 
the west by the Hume Highway. Dogs 
used must not have been starved and 
brutally beaten for more than four 
weeks. A pack of more than eight dogs 
is Prohibited. 
cow. 
No cow must be shot, trapped 
wounded or scared by shotgun blasts 
just to see how fast they can run. This· 
protection applies for the whole of the 
year. Old pre-1979 regulation allowing 
a bag limit of two cows during the 
month of May by gelignite method of 
! kill is now Prohibited. 
DUCK: 
Blue-billed Duck, Musk Duck, Plumed 
Tree Duck, Whistling Tree Duck and 
Freckled Duck are protected for the 
whole of the year. Shooting by acci­
dent alright if immediate apology for­
warded to Fisheries and Wildlife Divi­
sion. If accidental shooting results in 
wounded duck all assistance must be 
given. 
OTHER WILD DUCKS -Open season: 
From 7am on 1st Saturday in March 
until May 15th. Bag Limit: Maximum of 
20 on first day of open season and a 
maximum of 10 on any other day of 
open season. After May 15th, duck 
may be taken by hand to hand hunting 
with a knife no longer than 15cm. 
BIRDS (General): 
Separate regulations covering protec­
ted birds are available from Fisheries 
and Wildlife Division. Birds not covered 
by these regulations or "Duck" Laws 
may be destroyed at will in any num­
bers desired. Bird hunters must take 
note that electrical installations, tele� 
phone poles and road signs are not 
birds. These regulations apply for the 
whole of the year. 
KANGAROO: 
Open season: All year. Special kan­
garoo hunting licences are needed. 
Available from Fisheries and Wildlife 
Division, post offices, and selected 
cereal packs. Method of Kill: Can be 
taken by four wheel drive impact or by 
using barb wire snare, though best 
method of kill is with rifle. 
CAT: 
All regulations pertaining to Cat are the 
same as those for Cow. Special ex­
emption may be given to farmers of 
white mice seeking to protect their 
stock. All enquires to Fisheries and 
Wildlife Division. 
TED "TANK" TRUMPET 
by how�rd stnnger. 
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- HOUSEWORK FOR 
THE FIGURE 
Eileen Fowler, the B.B.C.'s Television "Keep 
Fit" expert, shows how she makes a daily 
heauty treatment out of her domestic chores 
When you dust or polish, stretch as far as you 
can with the right arm, raising the left leg, 
then repeat with left arm and right leg 
Tighten up your thigh muscles when dusting 
chairs by bending from the knees with your 
back straight as you hold the chair, left 
Tighten up tummy muscles when 
dusting high ledges by stretching 
up as far as you can from tiptoes 
I AM a housewife. J know just how tiring, and thankless housework can be. I know 
that the daily chores leave little time for 
looking after one's face and figure. 
1 have exercised all my life and 1 am 
convinced that if the muscles all over the 
body-which are put there by nature to 
form· a natural corset, bra and general 
support-are kept toned and supple as in 
youth, they will retain their elasticity and 
keep the figure young. 
1 don't set aside certain hours for m� 
exercises-they are always with me. The 
few moments waiting for the kettle to boil 
or the bath to run-that's when I stretch. 
relax, bend and swing. There is no time 
to overdo it, but these gentle day-in, day­
out movements are enough to keep the 
muscles strong and happy. 
IN MEMORIAM 
TO ARISTOTLE ONASSIS 
I HOPED TO SEE YOU YESTERDAY 
OR THEN AGAIN NEXT WEEK 
IT'S HARD TO GET THE DA YS IN ORDER 
WHEN THE CALENDAR'S IN GREEK 
BUT SOON I'LL COME AND SEE YOU 
AND DO THINGS IN YOUR BED 
I'VE INHERITED IT ALL YOU SEE 
AND TOMORROW YOU'LL BE DEAD .. 
AGAIN ...... 
FROM JACKIE 0. 
TO BRIAN JONES 
THERE'S SOMEONE FLOATING IN OUR POOL 
THEY WERE THERE AGAIN TODAY 
I THINK YOU DIED FIFTEEN YEARS AGO 
I WISH YOU'D GO AWAY 
FROM SPEEDY POOL SERVICES 
TO JIMMMY HOFF A 
YOU LEFf US WITH THE CLEANING UP 
YOU LEFf US WITH DIRTY DISHES 
TOO BAD WE GOT THE 50 GRAND 
AND YOU'RE SWIMMING WITH THE FISHES .... 
FROM THE TEAMSTERS UNION 
TO A MURDER VICTIM 
THERE WAS BLOOD UPON THE STAIRS THAT DAY 
THERE WAS A UVER IN THE SINK 
I TOOK YOUR BILE-DUCT HOME WITH ME 
NOW IT'S REALLY STARTING TO STINK .. 
FROM AN AXE MURDERER 
TO CRISTA McCAULIFF 
CRISTA, CRISTA, CRISTA 
YOU SHOULD'VE TAKEN THE REBUTTAL 
ON THAT DAY IN SCHOOL 
WHEN THE DEBATING TEAM 
EXAMINED THE SAFETY OF THE SHUTTLE 
FROM BilLY JO (GRADE 5) 
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The sooner you face it, the better; your life is not complete 
without a representative sample of CANE TOAD TIMES 
merchandise. Improve your mind, · improve your wardrobe, 
improve our cash flow · and do it today. It's not just a matter of 
money, it's a matter of style. 
· 
You don't even need to worry about it, CANE TOAD TIMES can 
de�iver with our merchandise AT NO EXTRA COST, a style to 
su1t you. 
Our team of design consultants have fashioned a range that will 
keep you two steps ahead of the rest. 
Don't think, spend money now, rush back our confusing coupon 
and we'll send you the stuff sometime this century, if not sooner. 
T-SHIRTS 
This winter you can relax with 
smug self-assurance, because 
underneath last year's Sports­
girl specials is this year's 
Cane Toad Times T-SHIRT. 
Pure cotton nestling next ·to 
your skin, with a style that 
radiates through several layers 
of clothing. 
And a Cane Toad T-SHIRT 
makes the perfect gift ... get 
your early Christmas shopping 
done now. 
! 
Hey, all the other yuppies have livestock on · 
their chests, but if you've outgrown 
crocodiles, roosters and penguins, then 
you're ready for cane toads. 
Get three flat toad warriors close to your 
heart and feel the difference. 
Fun under the stars, country style, boots 
LE CROQ SPORTIF 
In the great tradition of LACOSTIGAN and 
ripping off french sportswear, CANE TOAD 
TIMES is proud to announce the lastest 
addition to our range. 
LE CROQ SPORTIF is ze most stylish of 
animals. Be the first person on your block 
to be taken. Practically painless. 
Pledge your support for the last of the 
great battlers, in a T-shirt likely to remain 
topical for years. 
We don't believe it, Lionel doesn't believe 
it, but you're always in style with a TOAD 
T-SHIRT. 
The Shirt of the Show of the Greatest 
Country'n'Western Story Ever Told. and all. Be the afterlife of the party in this tribute 
Wrap your body in pastoral green and to animal/vegetable miscegenation. 
blue. Keep your friends guessing and the Inspired by the intimate social observation 
.SUBSCRIPTIONS 
No. 1. QUEENSLAND ISSUE 
No.2. RELIGIOUS 
MYSTERIES ISSUE 
So God is dead. But who dunnit? 
Riotous religious send-ups taste­
fully interwoven with the cutting 
edge of the detective genre, and 
lots more fun. 
· 
No.3. SEX LEISURE AND 
TECHNOLOGY ISSUE 
The important issues for the 
ei�f'Hies, backed up with a 
National Times parody that 
even made Brian Toohey laugh. 
No. 4. FOOD AND 
CORRUPTION ISSUE 
What more is there to life? In 
our no holds barred expose, 
we give you all the ingredients 
you need for fun filled folly. Snap up the last remaining memorabilia of 
the smash hit of the 1985 theatre season. To 
be followed by The Hound of Music. 
Book now, buy now and be NOW! 
television worried with this Matt Mawson of Debbi Brown, artist and philosopher, 
original as featured on the cover of a brought to the wide body screen after a No.5. DEATH AND STYLE 
previous issue. successful season as a cartoon. ISSUE 
�------------�------------�------------�--------------
SUBSCRIPTIONS ($10.00 for 4 issues) 
NUMBER REQUIRED o 
BACK ISSUES ($2.50 each, including postage) 
ISSUE 
Religious Mysteries 
NUMBER REQUIRED 
0 
Sex, Leisure and Technology 
Food and Corruption 
Death and Style 
0 
0 
0 
T-SHI RTS 
DESIGN 
($15 each, including postage) 
SIZE (indicate number required) 
Le Croq Sportif 
Conway Christ 
Last Black Olive 
Sex, Leisure and Technology· 
Cane Toad Logo 
Lionel's Little Mate 
M L XL 
·0 D 0 
0 D D 
D 0 0 
D D 0 
D 0 0 
0 0 0 
NAME ................................................................... . 
. ADDRESS ............................................................. . 
PHONE ........................ ......................................... .. 
T ota I : $ ............................. . 
I wish to pay by: 
Cheque/Money Order 0 
Bankcard o 
Mastercard o 
No. DOD DO ODD 000000 
Signature ............................................................... . 
Expiry Date ........................................................... . 
SEND TO: Cane Toad. Times, P.O. Box 321, 
I 
Woolloongabba, Q.41 02, Phone (07) 393 0906. 
THIRTY SECOND 
STORY No. 11 
The bank alarm screamed. Security 
screens activated, cameras whirled, 
police were called. 
The hapless customer stood, 
bewildered and alone, in the middle of 
the bank. W�at was happening? 
"Freeze, 
Motherfuckk.kkkkkkkeeeeeeeerrrrrrr!" 
The foggy end of a Police Special was 
aimed at the customer's chest. 
He tried to speak. 
Ka-choo! A bullet pierced the 
customer's heart. His death was 
instant. The customer had handed a 
note to the teller. It read, "This is a 
bank deposit. Please take the money 
out of the envelope and put it in the 
bank." 
THIRTY SECOND 
STORY No.9 
The car window shattered as the 
hammer was brought down upon it. 
The car yard owner had lost his mind!! 
With two swinging hammers, he 
forged a path of destruction through 
the car yard. No one dared to try and 
stop him. 
"Mad Man Murray Motors" is closed 
for the day. 
THIRTY SECOND 
STORY No.7 
The doctor attended to a patient with 
skin irritation. Due to excessive 
sweating, the patient had developed a 
rash under his arms. 
The doctor wrote a prescription for 
aluminium chloride solution. She 
handed the prescription to the patient. 
"Rub this under your arms twice a 
day." 
Three days later, the patient returned. 
In his right hand he held the 
prescription. Smelly, dirty, tattered. 
"Doctor," said the patient, "This isn't 
working. Could I have a new one." 
THIRTY SECOND 
STORY No.5 
Herbie Mullin occupied a Californian 
. prison cell next to Eddie Kemper. 
They didn't get on very well. Herbie 
used to sing a lot, but he had a 
dreadful voice. One time Eddie threw 
water on him to shut him up. Yet 
Herbie kept on singing. Eddie had to 
think of something else. Herbie liked 
peanuts. When Herbie was good, 
Eddie would give him peanuts. Pretty 
soon, Herbie was asking for Eddie's 
permission to sing. It was classic 
behavior modification. 
Herbie and Eddie had killed a total of 
21 people between them. 
KEVIN NAMETH 
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B DearCTT, 
Hi there, remember me? 
Halleys Comet. 
B DearCTT, 
Shit it's cold out here. 
Voyager II, 
somewhere in deep space. 
B DearCTT, 
What's $240,000 between friends? 
Queensland Day Committee. 
B DearCTT, 
Let's get this straight, right now. We 
made the Phillipines revolution, and 
don't you forget it. 
A lot of Western journalists 
B DearCTT, 
What's the big deal about Halleys 
Comet anyway? 
Ray Charles & Stevie Wonder. 
B DearCTT, 
Swimming .... Be in it. 
A Lot of Satisfied Crocodiles. 
B DearCTT, 
Does this mean our trip to Manila is 
off? 
A lot of Australian football teams. 
B DearCTT, 
A lot of money for absolutely nothing. 
Thank you Australia. 
Dire Straits·. 
B DearCTT, 
Please, no Tylenol jokes. 
Johnson & Johnson. 
B DearCTT, 
When my wife sat around the house, 
she sat around the house. 
Mr. Chicken. 
B DearCTT, 
I really am a Pole. 
The Pope. 
B DearCTT, 
I guess I just can't handle stress. 
A lot of Jumbos. 
B DearCTT, 
It ain't easy being green. 
Linderman Island. 
B DearCTT, 
Oh oh, I'm gonna cop it 'now. Hide the 
scissors, she's back. 
Reagan Chamberlain. 
B Dear Queen, 
Don't it make your brown eyes blue? 
Some Maori Asswipes. 
B DearCTT, 
Someone's been sleeping in my bed. 
Baby Doc. Duvalier 
B DearCTT, 
How 'bout we take in a matinee. 
A whole lot of Dingoes. 
B Dear Mission Control 
They're firing missiles at us, Zork, let's 
erase that planet. 
The crew inside Halleys Comet 
B DearCTT, 
Three's company ... have a heart. 
Fiona Coote. 
B Dear Fiona, 
A good heart is hard to find. 
Feargal Sharkey 
B DearCTT, 
Three ... two ... one ... Zoom, 
Zoom. Coops. Bang, Bump, 
Sizzle. 
Zoom, 
Splash, 
The Space Shuttle. 
t?----:::1 Dear CTT, 
Christians 10, Lyons 0. 
East West Airlines 
t>---1 Dear CTT, 
What a load of old croc!! 
[:,....-::j Dear CTT, 
Martin Tenni 
My dad's an uncanny ex-man 
Barry Mannix 
· B DearCTT, 
That was one heck of a massage. All 
my aches and pains are gone. 
The Swedish Prime Minister 
B DearCTT, 
Here son, take the tractor - go kill your 
girlfriend. 
Kev. Golby. 
APOLOGY 
The Cane Toad Times apologises for 
the error in the last issue. We stated 
that the Circus buildings to be con­
structed by the Queensland Govern­
ment on the Expo '88 site were to be 
designed by architect, Albert Speer. 
They will in fact be designed by Robin 
Gibson, a registered tourist attraction. 
We regret any confusion caused. 
Queensland Day 
i'*+»June6 
28th October 1985 
My Fellow Queenslanders, 
State Cabinet has designated June 6 each year as Queensland Day. This commemorates the day 
in 1859 on which Queen Victoria signed Letters Patent creating Queensland. 
The aim of Queensland Day is to foster pride in our State and our Nation and to pay tribute to the 
generations of Queenslanders who built our great State. Queensland Day is not a public holiday. 
Queen slanders have accepted June 6 as "their day" and now mark it with a wide variety of 
activities. May we suggest some of them to you for consideration by your organization for 
Queensland Day next year. These include: 
• Nominating an outstanding Queenslander for Queenslander of the Year Award, e.g., Sir Edwar<' �yens. 
Iwasaki, Lang Hancock, Allan Callaghan, Sir Henry Bolte, Rupert Murdoch. 
• Nominating a young person for one of the Queensland Awards for Youth Achieveme-nt, e.g .. Simon Gal­
lagher, John Bjelke-Petersen, Paul McKee. 
• Advising young people of the Young Rural Queensl_ander Award tor the best project at benefit to Primary 
Industries in Queensland, e.g. the Foot and Mouth Scare, the proposed Big Choke tor Rochedale South. 
• Holding a razing at the Queensland Flag Ceremony on June 6. 
• Participating in your Local Authority's· Essay Competition. 
• Holding a "Fun tor the Young" children's day and asking Earl Bailey, Dave Moore or Mal Meninga to 
sreak. 
• Having a piss-up at the Regatta. 
• "Lffe. Be in it." activities, e.g., burn-ott some old newspapers, drink your beer in the sun, put your car up 
on blocks in the backyard. 
• Avoiding a jazz music festival. 
• Avoiding a Queensland Day folk concert or a Queensland Day country music festival. 
• Pioneer days tor the "oldies" (entertainment at your local retirement village by children from the local 
schools). Sounds like fur., huh? 
• Historical day re-enactments, e.g., the Battle of Brisbane, the demolition of the Bellevue Hotel and 
Cloudland, the mass arrests at the Right-to-March Demo in October 1977. 
• Designating an existing event or activity as a Queensland Day activity, e.g., sitting around and getting 
stoned, going to the toilet. 
• Visiting Bubble's Bath House. 
• Being taken by a crocodile. 
• Destroying your favourite Queensland environment, e.g., burn some rainfo�est, install an international 
airstrip on your favourite Barrier Reef island. 
• Misappropriating funds for purposes of lifestyle enhancement. 
• Making a film about Queensland. 
As you can see, nearly all these events are low key but would require organizing to start 
almost immediately. 
The Queensland Day Committee has no objection to events being held for fund raising providing 
the funds are for a recognised organization or charity. 
We would ask that you let us know if you are planning a Queensland Day event to enable your 
activity to be included in the Statewide Programme. It would be appreciated it this could be in our 
hands by the end of March 1986. The Queensland Day Committee can supply a limited number of 
posters and brochures if you can inform us of your requirements by the 1st May, 1986. 
I would be pleased to answer any queries you may have. You can contact me by telephoning 
Brisbane (07) 31 2098 or by writing to the Queensland Day Committee, P.O. Box 26. North Quay. 4000. 
The Queensland Day Committee looks forward, with pleasure, to your participation. 
Yours sincerely, 
t?U�t,__ X 
dith X (Mrs.) 
ecutive Director 
Queensland Day Committee 
From a reader who wishes to remain anonymous comes a copy of a letter inexplicably included 
in a Queensland Day kit. We at the Toad feel it to be an unnecessarily cynical interpretation of 
things to do on Queensland Day, which after all we chose· to be our day. Didn't we? We print 
it in the interest of the public to show the depraved depths to which -some people will sink .. 
LETTERS TO THE TOAD 

THE BERYL WRUCK 
MEMORIAL eROCK-POT 
AND GARBAGE DISPOSAL UNIT. 
• Just great for those long, hot, steamy nights when you'd like to 
leave the cooking for a while so you can go paddling in the local 
creek. 
• Genuine Crocodile Skin Lid! 
• Extra sharp teeth in the grinding unit! 
• Powerful tail-action motor removes even teeth and bones! 
• You won't !:lear it working! Whisper quiet operation! 
• Patented "SNAP-LOCK SEALING" ensures flavour retention! 
• Solar powered option! Leave unit in sunlight to absorb energy! 
THE CRISTA McCAULIFF 
MEMORIAL MICROWAVE OVEN. 
• PREPARES SEVEN MEALS AT ONCE! 
• GUARANTEED TO COOK MORE THOROUGHLY, AS PROVEN IN 
NASA TESTS! 
• SPECIAL BLAST MODE ENSURES QUICK MEALS EVERY TIME! 
• NON SEXIST AND NON RACIST! 
• SUITABLE FOR SPIT ROASTING! 
• 75 SECOND PREHEAT CYCLE! 
THE FIONA COOTE COOKBOOK! 
An array of arresting recipes that will attack your taste bids. 
• Stuffed Hearts with Suture Stuffing! 
• Open Heart Souffle! 
• Aorta Fricasse! 
• 
Ventricle So1:1p! 
Put your name down on the waiting Jist today for this once or twice in a 
lifetime offer and you'll soon be eating to your heart's content. 
Available trom ROBBING'S KITCHEN SHOP 
Prices on Application. Please Include three referees reports. Gold American Express Card Number and full resume 
LA'BAMBA 
THE ONLY WAY OUT IS IN 
Fridays 10.30pm 
La Boite Theatre 57 Hale Street Milton 
SHARP ENTERTAINMENT 
4ZZZ-FM: 
The Movie Experience. 
Featuring 
• Live to Air Broadcast with Christopher Plimsol, Big Eddy Edsel 
• Celebrity Limousines 
• Wild Street Scenes 
• The Assassination of Johnny La Rue 
• The Phantom and the Bandar Experience 
• Regina & The Hunks 
• Sandy Crab & The Sea-louse 
• The Black Assassins Live! with Psychedelic Liteshow. 
AND 
4ZZZ-FM - The Movie 
A unique history of public broadcasting in Queensland 
featuring: 
• Molly Meldrum! 
• Joh Bjelke Peterson! 
• The Radiothon Singers! 
• Shocking Scenes of Brisbane! 
• A.M. Radio Throwing Competition! 
• Street Marches! 
• Stereo Soundtrack! (mostly) 
And how much would you expect to pay for the complete package? 
Just $34:99 with a 10.21% discount for subscribers and special rates tor 
educational institutions and radio stations! 
Memories are made of this! 
Hurry while stocks last ... This is a once only special otter from Johnny La 
Rue Enterprises! 
Do it today. Write P.O. Box 321, Woolloongabba for your passport to the 
past, ... and the future! 
\ / 
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SHEEP SHIT AND WHERE TO GET 
IT. Whoops it tastes awful! 7 
SHEEP- ARE THEY MORE LOYAL 
THAN AMERICA. Wild and woolly 
ideas from lack Trendbucket. 14 
BUYING YOUR NEW SHEEP. Is the 
winter look too traditional? 16 
PROFILES. Five of our best looking 
sheep reveal their Shape-up ideas. 18 
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just anotht:r fad? 22 
RICK GROTTO. Caved out, caved in. 
Anna Marie Del' otto shares the ex­
perience. 23 
WOOLLY BULLY. Earle Bailey talks 
about Holiday Snaps. There are 
sheepish grins all round. 27 
LETTERS. AB .C .. work it out for 
yourself 33 
STOCKISTS. You can get New 
Zealand gear at most outdoor shops 
and some delicatessans carry a few 
cheeses. 37 
HAIR. Is it harder for sheep to have 
that new look? 39 
MUSICAL. Footrot Flats. Was it as 
bad as they said? 43 
SHOPPING. Go and spend a lot of 
money on expensive items at the ex­
clusive shops which advertise in this 
magazine. _ 45 
HIGHLIGHTS. Sheep get the vote. 53 
STREET LIGHTING. So modern 
today. 58 
FASHION CHUPS. Freshly caught, 
deep-fried images from the New 
Zealots of style. 69 
PAPER RI1ZY. The shutter let some 
bugs in. Your 15 minutes of fame 
starts now. 73 
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HOW DID YOU GET YOUR NAME? 
DESCRIBE YOUR MUSIC. 
WHAT WERE YOU DOING 
BEFORE YOU BECAME A POP STAR? 
WHAT ARE YOU DOING NOW? 
FAVOURITE FOOD? 
FAVOURITE BAND? 
FAVOURITE DRUG? 
WHO'S YOUR HERO? 
PET HATE? 
FAVOURITE T.V. SHOW? 
FAVOURITE PASTIME? 
WHAT CAR DO YOU DRIVE? 
BEST THING THA rs HAPPENED? 
WORST THING? 
WHERE DID YOU GO LAST NIGHT? 
WHY ARE YOU SUCCESSFUL? 
HOW WILL YOU DIE? 
LAST BOOK YOU READ? 
FAVOURITE FILM? 
WHO ARE YOUR AUDIENCE? 
WHERE DO YOU LIVE? 
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO LIVE? 
ONE WISH? 
YOU'LL BE REMEMBERED FOR ... 
WHERE YOU BUY CLOTHES? 
WHO DID YOU VOTE FOR? 
FAVOURITE CHARITY? 
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO ASK US? 
FAVOURITE MAGAZINE? 
THE COOLEST THING IN THE WORLD? 
HOW DO YOU RELAX? 
. DO YOU FEEL NUCLEAR WAR IS 
INEVITABLE OR WILL THE 
DEVELOPMENT, IN REAL TERMS, OF 
AN EAST-WEST DIALOGUE (ASSUMING 
THE RESOLUTION OF THE STRATEGIC 
WEAPONS INITIATIVE STUMBLING 
BLOCK) AMELIORATE THE 
CONFRONTATIONAL POSTURES OF · 
THE SUPER POWERS? 
HOW DO YOU KNOW YOU EXIST? 
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MUSIC 
Rumours that B.E.F., C.R.A. and 
U.S.S.R. have formed a new super­
group have been doing the rounds at 
R.CA.. CB.S. and/B.M. Spokesper­
son STING fromRAM. N.M.E. and 
R.S. told us that, although NORAD 
and the S.L.A. were involved, it 
would be a BONO-U2-UB40 standoff. 
PERFORMANCE 
However, the E.T.U. and B.L.F. have 
joined forces with KISS, B.M.W. and 
CP30 to form aM AD. alliance. This 
could be taken with a grain of SALT. 
though, because E.T.W. reports that 
P.L.O. and E.L.O. have purchased an 
AK 47 franchise in the M.E. and plan 
to avoid VA.T. (Violence Added Tax), 
A.ID.S. andN.S.U. by broadcasting 
M.O.R. with a U.F.O. 
FILM 
Winner of three Bulgarian Oysters, 
(Best Trousers, Best Skidmarks, Worst 
Acting). Liberian director Ettore 
Krakola's latest film Le Bum is an ex-
UNCANNY EX-PEOPLE. 
We took the last letters from our 
names and the first letter from West's 
A Grade team. 
High rotational thrash. 
We were all apprentice mechanics. 
Raging. 
Prawn'n'Porn. 
Uncanny Ex-People. 
Anythlng'n'Coke. 
"Keef' Moon 
Male fans 
It's a Knockout. 
Getting laid. 
GTHOFalcon 
Cheryl Cooper. 
Cheryl's dad. 
Parramatta League's Club. 
We sold our souls for Rock 'n Roll. 
Young and pretty. 
Pizza Hut menu. 
Porkys II. 
Chicks, Chicks, Chicks. 
Just near Parramatta Leagues. 
At Parra Leagues. 
Wests to win the Premiership in '86. 
I don't understand the question. 
I don't know where Mum buys them. 
Huh? 
West's Juniors. 
Did you get a bit last night, ay? 
Melbourne Truth. 
Rugby League. 
Stripping the donk on the GTHO. 
Huh? 
I have an erection every morning. 
traordinary ·project; a sometimes less 
than mute evocation of the life of a 
Lower Middle Class Toilet over the 
last 50 years. Based on the successful 
stage production of La Cage Du Mer­
de, Krakola's film looks sideways at 
epic events through the Prism of Ordi­
nary People's darker habits; with 
various internal dramas reflecting on a 
greater scale societal schisms. It 
parades the smell and times of the 
universal rythmn while simultaneously 
satirising the habits of the rich plumb­
ing classes. . 
GOSSIP· 
Meanwhile, MARCH HUNTER, 
rumoured front-thing for TER­
RENCE CLARK AND MR. ASIA, 
has called off plans to reform L.R.B., 
apparently due to heat from INTER­
POL and the F.BJ. (not to mention 
A.SJ.O., AC/DC, the I.R.A. and a 
4x2). 
INXS has just returned from the U.S. 
with rave reviews and some MD A., 
P.C.P., L.S.D. and T.H.C. to be freely 
available at their hush hush homecom­
ing party. ABC, the B 52's, MCS and 
R.E.M. will be there along with 
C.R.A. and T.N.T. Sounds like XTC 
to this reporter. 
OB.E. SLIM DUSTY shocked C&W 
fans today when he disclosed an 
sexual relationship with an E.T., con­
sumated on a T. W A. flight from 
U.A.R. to the U.K. in a DC 10! S.L.R. 
film is available (P.O.A.); call S.T.D. 
PRATTLE OF THE BANDS 
Your ready refererl'�e to the taste whims and desires 
of the hyper-famous culture gurus of immense fame for 
being well-known who are here because we made them 
famous last issue by printing a very big photo of each of 
them with little clothing and lots of tasteful white space all 
around. It does not include the colour of their socks. 
RICK GROTTO. 
Eric was my mother's name. 
No. 
A gram a day 
2 Grams a day. 
Glucodln. 
The Partridge Family. 
The stuff with the least Glucodin. 
Sam Peckinpah. 
Interviews and too much Glucodin. 
The snow after the anthem. 
Doing 2 grams a day. 
Cab-Charge. 
Being able to afford 2 grams a day. 
Not being in Liquid Sky. 
All night Fassbinder Festival. 
Cos I've had a lot of hits. 
3 grams a day 
"Cities of the Red Night". 
William S. Burroughs 
The Hallelujah Trail 
Existential urban philosophers. 
Darlinghurst. · 
Bangkok, Goa, Kathmandu ... 
5 grams a day. 
10 grams a day 
I had this 13 year old designer in St. 
Kilda, but now ..... 
Not sure. 
Poor Farmers of North Thailand, Laos 
and Kampuchea Fund 
Buddy, can. you spare a gram? 
Soldier of Fortune and Meanjin. 
20 grams 
Unconsciously. 
Yes and no to both questions. 
Do l? 
BIG CLIPZ. 
Market research shows that this name 
Is 70% more likely to get on 
Countdown. 
Something to go with the Video Clip. 
Grade 12 at Geelong Grammar. 
My hair. 
Whatever's "on" at the "in" 
restaurant 
Pseudo Life. 
New formula Coke. 
Vidal Sassoon. 
Salted butter. 
Lifestyles of the Kitch and Fatuous. 
Doing interviews. 
Mercedes 190E. .. they're so cute. 
The earth moving for Molly too. 
My last perm. 
This great new club .... 
We always try to look our best. .. 
oh, and there's our music. 
Blond or Raven Black, I think. 
"Shirley Jones's 
Keyboards for Beginners". 
All Edith Head's films. 
People who watch us, I guess. 
We're only alive in the studio. 
Countdown studio. 
To find a shampoo you can use 
everyday without ruining your hair. 
Our perfect teeth. 
· This wonderful little place just near ... 
oh you know ... 
Bob Hawke is our Priority One. 
Geldof's thing ... what's It called? 
When do we get on the cover? 
Stylotto. (If we get the cover). 
Island Cooler/Raybans/My face. 
Under the dryer answering fan mail. 
We leave all that stuff to Peter Garrett. 
We're on Countdown every week • . 
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NEW ZEALANDERS 
WAITING TO BE "THE NEXT BIG THING" 
STYLOTI0#33 V3 WINTER 1986 
W:y, why, why? Why all 
the Anti-Kiwi hysteria? 
When was the last time 
his happened to you? 
You're at a party. There is a very cute 
new face in the comer. You walk over, 
say hello, start to check out _their 
attitude to ......... the face opens, the 
words come out, your jaw plummets 
to the floor. You were poised to chat 
up a kiwi! ga5p. Quick, where's the 
exit? .... Sound familiar? 
I know what you're going to say­
some of your best friends are Kiwis. 
It's hard to avoid. Let's face it. The 
place is crawling with them. 
Scratch any Australian and you'll 
find a racist, and most of that ire is 
directed against the poor down­
trodden Kiwi. Even the bleeding 
hearts of the left who embrace every 
other kind of ethnic, even Americans, 
will if pressesf, admit a pathological 
hatred of New Zealanders. 
AND WHY ARE 
THEY HERE? 
Most Australians cope admirably 
with ethnics if they're somewhere 
else. Unfortunately Kiwi's are 
overheard and over here. 
Why? New Zealand, the travel 
brochures assure us has all the modem 
amenities - indoor toilets, discos, ski 
instructors. They even have their very 
own unemployment benefit system. 
Our's can have no special appeal. So 
what brings the Kiwis? 
The truth must finally be told. 
Go back to the travel brochure. 
Check the stats. New Zealand is a 
nation of 3 million people and 75, yes 
75, million sheep. Think about it. It's 
not very big. The place is overrun by 
bloody sheep. All those glossy photos 
of rugged mountains and grassy slopes 
are a mockup - thousands of sheep are, 
in fact, lurking just off camera 
menacing the photographer and that 
group of neatly dressed hikers. 
The New Zealand people !ife an 
oppressed minority in their own 
country!! Better to be oppressed by 
Australians than stupid smelly, 
bleating sheep!!! 
STYLOTTO 
PREDICTS 
Well the truth is out now. Looks 
like we're stuck with the Kiwis so we 
may as well make the best of them and 
steal what little culture they do have. 
Sty lotto Predicts - that the next big 
thing will be tatooed bottoms. H.R;H. 
Elizabeth R was so impressed by the 
display on her recent tour that she's 
having the royal posterior tooled post 
haste. Apparently Princess Di had hers 
·done last year!! And Molly Meldrum's 
got a blue Koala on his!! 
And surely we can do something 
with the language. Stylotto includes a 
glossary of New Zealand terms. 
Throw them around at your next 
dinner party along with the green- · 
lipped mussels. You'll be surprised at 
the reaction. Initial agression could 
give way to a whole new form of 
social intercourse. You may even be 
able to get a job waitering!! 
-Anita Jones 
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Profiles 
MANDY X 
Mandy X has become one of Australia's 
most feted performance artisfs following 
the success of her European debut. Critical 
reaction to her unique blend offreebased 
pottery, mime, fretwork and fire breathing 
has astounded even her wildest supporters. 
With Audiences and Buyers queued 
"around the block" to catch a glimpse of 
the enfant terrible of the pottery-mime­
fretwork-firebreathing world at work, the 
future looks bright for Mandy. 
Stylelotto asked Mandy how it felt to be 
sitting at the top of the art scene. 
"O.K., I guess." was exactly the 
enigmatic reply you'd expect from 
someone whose work spans creative 
disciplines, just as the Tasman fills the gulf 
between two great Pacific nations. 
However we received no answer to that or 
indeed any other question. 
Mandy X is deaf. 
Mandy X: "the enfant terrible 
of pottery etc." 
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MANDRAX 
SHARMAN­
WITLESS 
We should have photographed "Mandy" 
with a vicious ferret down his Yves Saint 
Bidet Y-fronts and Army Ants crawling 
over his face; he still wouldn't have felt a 
thing! A graduate of the Smash and Grab 
Performance Art Space and various 
chemist-busts, Mandrax has spent his last 
five years in various criminal performance 
situations and is currently under (so we say 
into) the tutelage of outrageous stage 
director Con Artiste. 
Age unknown, Sharman-Witless spent 
the formative years of his life tied to a tree, 
and has concentrated his unique talents on 
obtaining a Degree in Psychotic Visions 
from the University of Bangkok. Mandy's 
latest theatre work is in the role of the 
chair in Con Artiste's Australianised 
Chekov piece, "The Cherry Ripe". 
Says Mandrax, "If it weren't for my 
habit, I'd do a lot more serious acting, and 
eating". 
Mandrax Sharman-Witless: 
"performance art at chemists 
shops." 
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BLOTTO GROTTO 
Lunching on his own legend time 
This story was almost never brought to you. Three times it was "off'' before it was finally on. When Lloyd, my editor, first came 
to me with the offer of a shot at Rick 
Grotto, I had to say no, straight out. The 
interview was to be on a Wednesday and I 
couldn't for the life of me get the 
hairdressers till the Thursday. The second 
interview was arranged for the exact same 
time I was supposed to be meeting my 
decorators to talk about my new bathroom. 
And the third time I was going through a 
real trauma with the Bankcard people and 
my bank manager demanded that he see 
me at the precise moment Lloyd had 
arranged for me to see Rick. Finally Lloyd 
came up with a time that seemed O.K. and 
that's when the real fun began. 
Imagine how I felt, being told that I only 
had two days before the interview. Two 
days! How on earth is it possible to find 
the right outfit to interview Rick Grotto in, 
in two days. Still, it's amazing what the 
human brain can do under pressure. As 
soon as I got over the initial shock, I leapt 
into a cab and raced into the city. There 
was nothing suitable at any of my usual 
stores, so I wandered into "Georges" on 
the off chance and wow! There was the 
most fantastic, most gorgeous Italian 
leather bag I've ever seen. Next to the 
jewellry counter ... it was stunning ... it 
·belonged to another customer. Back to 
square one. I eventually found a wonderful 
shirt, at "Zut Allures" of all places and a 
reasonably nice pair of shoes at "la Foote 
D'Or". I still hadn't found a skirt or pants 
or something to wear and the interview 
was the day after tomorrow. 
We had this great rap about 
how tacky the Carla Zampatti 
designed, Ford Lasers are 
starting to look. 
Despite it all, we met for a late-ish 
breakfast at a nice little place in Lygon 
Street and after two short blacks and a 
croissant each, we began to talk about the 
relative advantages of doing it in a club or 
a bar or some place as compared with 
doing it in the office. Lloyd, my publisher, 
virtually insisted on the interview being 
done at the office. He even said I could use 
the boardroom! I still think that it would 
have been better done at a club or a 
restaurant, but Lloyd mentioned something 
about budgets and that was that really. 
With business and a second croissant far 
behind us, Lloyd loosened up and we had 
this great rap about how tacky the Carla 
Zampatti designed, Ford Lasers are 
starting to look. It's so true! I know that 
the little C's and Z's are starting to wear 
off the upholstery in mine and Lloyd said 
that a friend of his had destroyed a $200 
pair of shoes getting out of one, despite the 
extra little piece of carpet that was 
supposed to protect shoes from scuffing. 
Outrageous! Pretty soon it was two o'clock 
and I realised that this kind of talk wasn't 
finding me the rest of my outfit. I gave 
Lloyd a peck on the cheek and scooted off 
to Prahran. 
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Stylotto correspondent ANNA MARIA DELL'OTTO went into 
intensive preparation (and care) before she attempted to 
interview extremely-famous-person RICK GROTTO. In this 
milestone of modern pop journalism, soar and plummet 
through the crevices of this meeting of the minds- GROTTO 
and DELL'OTTO. 
I must have gone to about fifty shops, 
and don't get me wrong, I saw some great 
clothes, but nothing even came close to 
what I needed. I was feeling pretty low by 
about 8.30 that night. I decided to phone 
Lloyd and cancel, but what with him being 
out and Gary arriving, I just forgot all 
about it. (Well that's to say I forgot all 
about it till I came to write this down.) I 
hadn't seen Gary for about 3 months. He'd 
been working in Sydney. It must be so 
hard being a top D.J .. Gary and I talked for 
hours. I told him about the hell I'd been 
going through trying to complete this outfit 
before 2pm tomorrow, and then suddenly, 
it was breakfast time. 
Porsche is beautiful. Big 
leather seats and a sunroof 
and you'd never believe how 
many people stop and look 
at you as you drive along! 
Gary and I ate cantaloupe and fresh­
squeezed yoghurt on the balcony, but I 
couldn't enjoy it. I just couldn't. What was 
I going to wear? God, how I wished that 
this damn interview was just over and 
done with. I toyed, once again, with the 
ide� of phoning Lloyd and cancelling the 
whole thing, but seeings as how I'd 
already found the ideal shirt, I just 
couldn't. And besides, Lloyd had 
mumbled something about this being my 
last chance and J just couldn't stand living 
without my C¥>-Charge card. I was at my 
wits end. Gary sensed that something was 
wrong and offered to drive me around to a 
few "little boutiques" that he knew. I just 
leapt at the opportunity. I had to find the 
right thing before 2 o'clock and I'd never 
been in Gary's new Porsche 92&: Gary's 
Porsche is beautiful. Big leather seats and 
a sumoof and you'd never believe how 
many people stop and look at you as you 
drive along! 
"The band is great, the new 
album is fantastic and life is 
wonderful." 
Gary drove me to Toorak, and sure 
enough, there was the perfect pair of 
"Mustang Eagle", screen-printed, pure­
cotton, fully-lined, exquisitely-designed, 
dishwasher-safe, pre-shrunk pants. They 
were right in the window of the sixth shop 
we came to. I was so relieved! There was 
only one problem .. .I'd left my American 
Express card on the little table next to the 
basin in the en-suite. I must have forgotten 
to replace it into my wallet after I'd rinsed 
it off last night. Gary had a Gold Card. He 
bought the pants for me. Gary's so sweet. 
Gary dropped me off at the office at a 
quarter to two, in the Porsche. (It was a 
quarter to two outside the Porsche too.) I 
decided that I would own a Porsche, one 
day. I promised Gary that I would meet 
him at the Club later on in the evening. 
Lloyd had stocked the bar in the 
boardroom and filled the fridge with the 
cutest little pastries and things that I've 
ever seen. I also noticed that he had bought 
some of those tiny, miniature ham and 
cheese croissants from the Jewish 
delicatessan in St. Kilda. I think they're 
just superb. Oh ... and the gazpaco punch 
just had to be tasted to be believed. Lloyd 
told me that I only had to ask and he'd 
have his secretary come in and operate the 
cappucino machine. Two o'clock arrived 
and I sat myself up at the head of the table 
and set up my micro-cassette recorder. 
The door opened and he was 
there ................ . 
We talked about the band, the new 
album and life in general. He said that the 
band were great, the new album was 
fantastic and that life was wonderful 
(though he did mention something about 
an aunt or someone dying from liver 
disease or cancer or something). I nearly 
died when he commented on my outfit! He 
said I had great taste in clothes. Can you 
imagine that? Me! 
The interview was over in about 15 
minutes, then we went for coffee. I thought 
I might get a good angle on the story. 
Well, that's what I told Lloyd, anyway. 
Unfortunately, I left my micro-cassette 
recorder at the office. 
Rick had a Lam.borghini. I decided that I 
would own a Lamborghini one day. 
-Anna Maria Dell' otto 
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FASHION 
CHUPS 
Europe Goes Bust! as the 
centre of the fashion 
universe. 
What's new in the ... Fashion­
Chups? 
Freshly caught, deepfried 
images from the New 
Zealots of style. Flaunting 
multi-directional, post 
expressionist, techno-tinged 
fringe-cult dressing, to 
catapult your spirits from 
antipodean limbo into a 
trans-pacific heaven. 
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FLOCK TO DISCIPLINE 
Rainbow Warrior we love 
you. Just when you thought 
you were sunk, style 
explodes from the depths to 
inspire those with a penchant 
for functional dressing and 
the great outdoors. 
Stockists. 
3o"'s swimming trunks and steel and leather 
corset...Retrograde Retreads. 
Scarf ... Sharpshot Gentlemens Outfitters. 
Accessories ... Rugged. 
AM I SEEING THINGS?· 
Dressed for this season's 
cosmic encounters with one 
eye on the flock and the 
other turned to focus on life 
in the fast lane. 
Stockists. 
Clothing and Accessories ... Africa Meets 
Auckland. Hat... Hearts and Heads Art 
Millinery. 
Pies: Jo Greenwood. 
Styling: Chrusty Bassingthwaite. 
Make-up: Jess (New Puns) 
Hair: Alan (New Puns) 
Models: Gym Thorwell, Allice Max, 
Steve, Somaria 
Text: Maria Cleary 
PARTLY TRICKS 
Brave new directions with a 
smart and casual, funky but · 
neat look to transport you 
from the North to the South, 
from the cradle to the grave. 
Stockists. 
Clothing ... Sharpshot Gentlemens Outfitters. 
Sunglasses and Pendant...A Major 
Department Store. Hat... Hearts and Heads 
Art Millinery. 
REGAL TOURIST 
The indeterminable chic of a 
few hot springs lavishly 
launching a pew era where 
there's no such thing as 
"dressed to excess". 
Stockists. 
Clothing ... Cut Lengths Utility Cloaks. 
Accessories ... Africa Meets Auckland. 
Hat...Hearts and Heads Art Millinery. 
Umbrella .. .Weather Shields. 
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